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ARTICLE I.

NOTES ON THE NATURAL HISTORY AND PHYSIO-
GRAPHY OF NEW BRUNSWICK.

By W. F. Ganong.

ioi.—On the Physiographic Characteristics of the
Tabusintac River.

Read December 4, 1900.

Of the several small rivers draining the northeastern district

of New Brunswick, the largest is the Tabusintac. I was able to

give it some study during a canoe trip along most of its course

an August last, with the following results.

But first we note the development of our knowledge of the

river. Its earliest known appearance is upon the Jumeau map
or 1685, where it is shown as a small stream with the name
Tabochimkek* It persists, with sundry variations, through all

the maps of the French period, and also, with more or less

erroneous additions, into much later times. The first survey,

including the lower settled part, was made by D. Campbell in

1804; then in 1830 James Davidson surveyed it from near the

head of tide up to above the Maliaget, and up Big Brook to near

the head of its three large branches
;
but the river through the

Indian Reserve has not been surveyed, but only sketched by

various surveyors. From these sources, supplemented by some

later timber-line and railroad serveys, are constructed our

present maps of the river, including that accompanying this

paper.

* This word is Micmac Indian, pronounced in that tongue Tab-oo-sim-kik.

It means “place of two,'’ from taboosim — meaning two, and the location kik. I

have been told by an old resident, and I believe the explanation is correct, that

the name is descriptive of the fact that, to one ascending the river, French Cove

and the main stream seem to be two large and equal rivers. The other Indian

names marked on the accompanying map are all in local use ; their significance

is uncertain.

A history of the settlements of the Tabusintac is expected to appear in

Acadiensis for July or October, 1907.
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As to other records, they are few. Scientific publications

upon the river are well-nigh wanting, being confined to a mention

or two in the Geological Survey Reports (Ells, 1879-80, D, 6,

and Chalmers, 1888, N.) and a few references in earlier notes

of this series (93, 94). Since the river abounds in fine trout, it

has been much visited by sporting fishermen, and is mentioned

in this connection in various local writings by M. H. Perley, and

in the well-known books on fishing by “ Barnwell ” (Game Fish

scale.
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of the North), and by Norris (American Anglers Book, 242,

651). It is described briefly, and not wholly correctly, in

Cooney’s History of 1832. It is settled mostly by English settlers

from its mouth to Stymest’s Millstream, and was formerly some-

what settled at the crossing of the old Bathurst-Chatham post

road. All the remainder of the river is a wilderness, yielding

annually much lumber.

The source of the Tabusintac lies near that of the East Branch
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oi Portage River, in a flat country traversed by the Intercolonial

Railway, at the elevation, as shown by the railway levels, of over

4.50 feet above mean sea-level. Some of its source branches lie

among extensive peat bogs, as noted by Ells in his Geological

Report for 1879-80 (D. 6). Thence to the Maliaget I do not

know it, but all considerations would imply that it is in this extent

a clear, swift, shallow stream flowing on a rocky bottom in an

ever-deepening and enlarging valley. At the Maliaget, whence

I have seen it to the mouth, it is a dear-water stream, 25 to 30

feet wide, rippling along over dark gray sandstone cobbles and

gravel, through quickwater pools separated by murmuring rips

of small fall. The valley is cut some 60 to 75 feet into a plateau,

but is moderately open, though steep walled. The river banks

are at times low intervale points
;
elsewhere the sandstone valley-

walls are cut to vertical ledges, and again banks of glacial clay

and gravel occur. This character it keeps, but with ever-enlarg-

ing details, down to the crossing of the Bathurst road, where the

valley is much deeper, some 125 feet, rather more open and very

pleasing in its scenery, especially at the clearings of the old

settlement. Below the bridge the river continues to enlarge and

becomes a pleasing canoe-stream. The bed is still of drift, with

occasional ledges, and the river winds much in a rather broad-

bottomed valley, turning around low points to wash directly

against the valley walls, which itis cutting into vertical sandstone

cliffs. In places the plateau seems lower, and in general it lowers

somewhat downwards, and thus it continues to the Escadelloc.

It is plain that all this part of the Tabusintac is distinctly long

pre-glacial in origin, but the steepness of the valley walls show

that it is, nevertheless, comparatively new. It thus harmonizes

perfectly with the age implied for it in my discussion of the

origin of these Northumbrian valleys (Note 93), namely,—it is

not a part of the ancient system, but a newer valley formed upon

the southern slope of the great synclinal ridge which forms the

backbone of the northeasterly angle of New Brunswick.

Below the Escadelloc, and down to Big Hole Brook, the river,

while ever enlarging, keeps the same general character. There

is the same constantly moving shallow river, now in quickwater

pools, now over shallow rips which merge at times to gentle
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rapids, the same varied banks, now low intervale points, now
glacial terraces, and again steep sandstone cliffs cut by the on-

charging river. Here, too, the valley walls, though far enough

apart to permit much minor winding of the river between them,

are steep, and cut abruptly into a plateau, which is now somewhat

lower and again higher, possibly at times approaching two hund-

red feet. So far as can be seen from the valley itself, this section

of the river is of the same age as that above it. This is an un-

expected result, for in my earlier discussion of the origin of the

Northumbrian rivers I gave reasons for believing that this

section of the Tabusintac ,together with the Big Escadelloc, and

as well the lower turn of Big Brook lying in a direct line with

it, all occupy a part of one of the ancient Northumbrian valleys.

Moreover, I had found this idea to a great extent confirmed when
I observed that the Big Escadelloc, where crossed by the Bathurst

road, occupied a very wide, deep, ancient-looking valley, a far

older and wider valley than that occupied by the Tabusintac on

the same road. Accordingly I am inclined to believe that this

division of the Tabusintac, from Escadelloc to Big Brook,

occupies a valley newly cut, “ rejuvenated,” into the floor of an

older Northumbrian valley, though I admit there are difficulties

in this interpretation.

Below the Big Hole Brook the river still continues of the

same general character, though ever enlarging and growing

gentler in current, while the plateau becomes gradually lower.

Then, a mile or two above Trout Brook (and not below it, as

shown on the plans in the Crown Land Office), the well-nigh

imperceptable current of the river merges with the tide, with

hardly a sign to mark their union, save only some water-logged

wood upon the bottom. Below the head of tide the valley keeps

still the same character, though the tidal stillwaters fill it now to

the abrupt walls. Thus it continues down nearly to Stymest’s

Millstream, when it somewhat abruptly opens out into another

character. It is thus plain that all this division from Big Hole

Brook, no doubt including also that brook, is of the same age as

the parts above the Escadelloc

—

pre-glacial, and old, but much

newer than the ancient Northumbrian valleys.

Comparing the Tabusintac, above the tide, with its sister
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stream, the Tracadie, it is evident that the Tabusintac is a more

uniform, more monotonous, river than the Tracadie, is shallower

and less-pleasing as a canoe stream, but has much less burnt

country along it. But, in general, the two are much alike.

At the boom above Stymest’s Millstream, the valley broadens

somewhat, and on the north side becomes sloping, cultivable and

well settled. From this part downward the river is wide, wind-

ing, open, well-cultivated upon one bank or the other (usually

the north), the opposite being usually steep and rocky, while the

country falls off steadily in elevation. All this part of the river

is of very attractive aspect, its constant winding and the

alternation of well-cultivated with rough wilderness lands making

a pleasing prospect. Continuing downward the river gradually

becomes wider, and more markedly tidal, and diversified by many
inlets, marshes and shallows, while the plateau falls off to a flat

well-settled country, until finally it dips imperceptably beneath

the sea. Then follows the shallow Lagoon, with its outer bound-

ing beach, such as characterizes all the rivers of this region.

This part of the Tabusintac valley consists of two portions,

having different courses. That down to Cowessaget probably

belongs, as shown in Note 93, to one of the ancient Northumbrian

valleys (The Tabusintian). The part below, however, had a

different origin. Noting its direction of flow, which, continued,

extends across a great peat bog into the Lagoon, we observe that

it stands at right angles to the coast, in this respect being homo-

logous with some minor branches of Tracadie, with the South

River of Pokemouche and the Lower Pokemouche itself, with

the South Inlet of St. Simon, and with Shippegan Gully and

Harbor. It seems very plain that all these waterways are of the

same age and origin. If, now, we turn to the charts of the Gulf

of St. Lawrence and draw upon them contour lines following the

depths, there becomes visible a great trough extending out north

of Orphan Bank, in continuation of the Miramichi, and this is

obviously the synclinal trough which gave that river some of its

principal peculiarities.* Now all the streams above-named point

down the slope of this trough, permitting little doubt, apparently,

* On the same charts, it is of interest to note, the great Richibuctian synclinal

trough is also plain, extending out between Orphan and Bradelle Banks.
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that they were originally formed upon that slope, and worked
back at their heads until they intersected the old Northumbrian
valleys. Even the lower Big Tracadie and the lower part of the

Little Tracadie are very likely of the same age, even though

somewhat out of the directions of the other streams. This com-
bination of a series of older Northumbrian with a series of newer

Miramichian-slope rivers, seems to offer a logical explanation of

the origin of the present valleys of this region.

102.

—

On the Physiographic Characteristics of the Poke-
MOUCHE AND SAINT SlMON RlVERS.

Read June 5, 1906.

Of the five rivers draining the northeastern angle of New
Brunswick, two, the Tracadie and Tabusintac, have been described

somewhat fully in these notes (Nos. 94 and 101), and a third,

the Caraquet, I hope to discuss later. The remaining two, the

Pokemouche and Saint Simon, which I have seen throughout

their tidal courses, have characteristics as follows.

The Pokemouche rises close to the Upper Tracadie, some of

whose waters it must formerly have possessed (Note 94 and the

map therewith). Sadler’s map of the river, made from survey

in 1838, and the basis of all our present maps, records of it: “The

banks, with very few exceptions, are low and easy of access, as

also in the branches.”* Just above the head of the tide the river

is clear, shallow, swift, over dark sandstone drift bottoms, pre-

cisely like the Tracadie and the Tabusintac, with banks sometimes

low and sometimes of glacial gravels. About the head of tide

is a fine great clearwater pool, a famous haunt of trout, and be-

side it, on the north bank, a beautiful low terrace camp-ground

between two clear spring brooks. The narrow tideway then

winds a mile or two in a flat country and swings northward to

the pleasant Maltempec basin, where settlement begins.f Thence

• At the head of the South Branch is a little lake, Gormandy Lake, said to

have the peculiarity that on one side its water is good and on the other unfit for

drinking.

f A history of the settlement of the Pokemouche is in Acadiensis for January,

1907, and a history of Saint Simon will appear under Caraquet In the April num-

ber of that magazine.
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it turns to the east, and forms an attractive tidal river, winding

slightly between well-cultivated, gently-rising banks of consider-

able elevation, and offering reaches, points and slopes of marked
beauty. Indeed this part of the Pokemouche is the most pleasing

of any portion of any of the North Shore Rivers, and it will com-

pare well with many a place possessing a far greater scenic repu-

tation. Eastward, the country falls off, and the well-settled,

attractive South River enters. The shores of this branch are

very low, rising by the gentlest swells from the water, and in

places the dead forest trees still standing with their roots im-

mersed by the highest tides afford striking evidence of the rapid

subsidence this coast is undergoing. The South River was no

doubt originally the outlet of the main stream, which now, how-

ever, swings abruptly to the north, cuts through a ridge as a

steep-walled and comparatively new (possibly glacial) valley

and enters an older valley which evidently headed originally in

the Waugh. It then swings eastward as a pleasantly settled

estuary, with ever-lowering shores, and fianally reaches the sea

through a characteristic sand-barred, low-shored, marshy shallow

lagoon.

The Saint Simon above the tide is an insignificant brook,

lying, however, in a considerable ripe valley. Its upper tidal

part winds about greatly amidst bordering salt marshes as a

narrow muddy tidal stream of swift current. It is almost a

miniature of the rivers at the head of the Bay of Fundy, and is

the only stream of this character known to me upon the North

Shore. It swings south and east through a fine deep inlet, with

rolling and well-cultivated banks on the south, and receives the

low-shored South Inlet, which is separated from Pokemouche

only by a peat bog. Then it merges with Shippegan Harbor.

The origin of these two rivers is given, I believe with approxi-

mate correctness, in two preceding notes. The upper Poke-

mouche and main Saint Simon lie in one ancient valley (the

Pokemouchian, of Note 93), though I now think it likely its

course was through Little Lamec, across the bogs of Shippegan,

and out through Miscou Gitly, instead of as described in that

note. On the other hand, the tidal valleys at right angles to this,

including the South River of Pokemouche, the Lower Poke-
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mouche and Waugh, the South Inlet of Saint Simon and Ship-

pegan Gully, are all newer rivers of the Miramichi slope, as ex-

plained in Note ioi.

103.—A Downward-forking Brook near Nictor Lake.

Read April 3, 1906.

Some time ago I was told by, Mr. Wm. H. Moore, of Scotch

Lake, well known to the members of this Society as an observant

student of animal life, that his brother, Adam Moore, the leading

guide at Nictor Lake, had discoverd a brook which splits into two

branches, one of which flows into the Mamozekel and the other

into Nictor Lake. Since then he has sent me additional infor-

mation about it, with a map
;
and he tells me his brother has con-

firmed his first discovery by a later visit and more careful

inspection of the place, and that it has been seen by others and

photographed. According to Mr. Moore’s map, the brook is the

one shown on the Geological Survey map about four miles south

of Nictor Lake, flowing west. One branch runs into South

Branch of Mamozekel, as the Geological map shows, while the

other branch runs northward into the pond at the source of the

little Bald Mountain Brook flowing into Nictor Lake. The

stream forks in an alder swamp, and it could easily be dammed
by beavers or otherwise so as to send the entire stream down

either one branch or the other.

This is certainly a most unusual geographical feature. It

requires that a stream descending from one watershed should

happen to strike exactly upon the summit of another minor

watershed. This entails a coincidence of conditions which must

be extremely rare. Morphologically it is much like the occasional

instance of a lake which, with an inlet, has two outlets into differ-

ent systems
;

but the forking stream requires a much more

exactly balanced combination of factors.
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104.—On the Physiographic Characteristics of the Lower
North (or Apskwa) Branch of the Little South-

west Miramichi.

Read December 4. 1906.

The Little Southwest Miramichi, though our maps do not

show the fact, is our largest and finest wilderness river. It is

formed by the confluence of five great branches, all of which I

have had the satisfaction of studying. Four of them are

described and mapped in earlier notes of this series (Nos. 55, 86,

87, 99), while an account of the fifth here follows.*

We note first the devlopment of our knowledge of this branch.

It appears for the first time, though crudely, upon the Franquelin-

deMuelles map of 1686, under its Micmac name apchkouau
,f and

persists, though without name, through maps of the French

period. It is first clearly shown upon a modern map from survey

on a plan of 1837 by Peters, where it is called simply the North

Branch, while Berton’s plan of the Little Southwest, made in

1838, shows its mouth bearing the name Little North Branch.

But the first survey actually to touch its waters was made in

1880 by Sadler and Fish, who located Guagus Lake and ran

timber lines in the vicinity. A year later Freeze ran the lines

which located its headwaters, and since then Fish and McClinton

have run the other lines shown upon the map. All of these

* Based upon two visits, one in 1905, described in Note 99, and another in

July, 1906. In the latter I was accompanied by my friend, Professor A. H. Pierce.

We went on foot (carrying our outfit in packs, and without guides or other aid)

from Guagus Lake to and up the Branch, across by the upper portage road to

the North Pole Branch, to the headwaters of that stream, Freeze Lake, the source

of this Branch, Kagoot, the North Branch Sevogle, and down that stream to the

Square Forks and the Northwest Miramichi. From this route we made side

excursions in various places.

f Its modern Micmac name is Ap-oos-kwok, which is evidently the same word

It might well be simplified for use to Apskwa, which would form a good and dis-

tinctive substitute for the present cumbersome name. Guagus is Micmac, and

said by the Indians to signify “ rough stream.” The upper branches of the stream,

as I am assured by both lumbermen and guides, have been hitherto unnamed, and

I have therefore ventured to apply' to them the names of the surveyors who have

run the lines in' or near the valley. The other names on the Branch are all

obviously descriptive, and have been gievn by 1 lumbermen or guides. The stream

is commonly known simply as “The Branch,” which distinguishes it from ‘‘The

Pole.”
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surveys, however, simply located the intersection of the streams

with the lines
;
and no part of the Branch or its affluents have as

yet been surveyed, but only sketched between the lines.*

Turning to the printed records, these appear to be altogether

absent. No scientific student is known to have visited it as yet,

and, aside from my earlier Note, No. 99,f no mention of it occurs

in any scientific publication known to me. The boundaries upon

the Geological Map are simply sketched by inference from the

structure of neighboring regions. Nor do the sportsmen who
have hunted here for moose and caribou appear to have recorded

their existences, and this is almost the only New Brunswick

stream for which some such writings do not exist. It is perhaps

needless to add that the valley is wholly unsettled, and the only

traces of man consist in the few hunting and lumber camps and

the associated portage roads and trails.

The true source of this Branch is shown upon no printed map
whatever, and although located correctly on Freeze's plan of 1881-

82, it is wrongly attached to the stream entering the South

Branch Nepisiguit just west of Kagoot, an error repeated in the

general plans of the Crown Land Office. As shown by Freeze,

followed on the accompanying map, it rises in two barrens high

up on the central plateau in one of the wildest and most remote

parts of New Brunswick, and flows eastward across his north

timber line. From this point I have followed it downwards for

some miles. It is at first a fine clear brook falling much in a V-

shaped, heavily-wooded valley cut some 300 feet or more into the

plateau. Downwards the fall increases, making the stream

• Hence it would have been in better form to have dotted the streams on the

accompanying map, but as all of them are in the same estate this seemed needless.

The skeleton of the map is taken from the plans of the Crown Land Office, but for

much additional information I am indebted to Mr. John Wambolt, the chief guide

on the Branch, and to Mr. Alfred Sinclair, who has lumbered there for many years.

Indirectly, also, I have much valued assistance from Mr. Samuel Russell, and from

my friend. Dr. R. Nicholson, of Newcastle.

fin my note on the North Pole Branch (Note 99) I ventured the surmise

that the main stream above Forks Mountain would be found to wind quietly in a

large basin. Nothing could be farther from the truth, as I found by my studies

this summer. On the contrary, ascending above Forks Mountain, the stream

becomes swifter and swifter, until it is a mountain torrent, pouring down in

cascades and falls through a granite gorge from its sources on the surface of the

plateau. Half way down it is joined by another stream which gathers all the

waters coming from the westward.
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almost a torrent, with many rapids, cascades and falls, while the

valley deepens, with walls steep in places even to cliffs. At times

the fall lessens, and the stream becomes broader, and here occur

a great number of new beaver dams and other works, while traces

of other large game are abundant, and all signs of man are

pleasingly absent. Continuing farther all these features wax
larger

;
the valley is deeper and wilder, the walls are steeper, with

some granite cliffs, while the falls are higher, culminating in one

of much beauty and great symetery some eight feet in height.

Gradually the valley, winding much, swings to the southward;

it crosses the Freeze line as the “ Brook ilarge enough to drive
”

of his plans, receives two larger streams in very deep valleys (one

of which heads in a barren close to the source of South Branch

Nepisiguit), then rapidly lessens in slope to a swift-flowing un-

obstructed stream, while the country falls off in elevation. Be-

yond this I have not seen it, but it can have no other course than

to issue soon from the plateau, and, as I am told by Mr. Sinclair,

it soon unites with other branches about as shown upon the map.

As to the origin of this part of the vailey, it seems fairly plain.

The drift bed and margin of the stream show it to be pre-glacial,

though new
;
and it represents, I have no doubt, the head of one

of the old Northumbrian rivers now cutting its way back into

the central plateau.

As the main stream wings into the southeast direction charac-

teristic of the valleys of this region, it receives from the west

several large streams, which I have seen at their intersections

with the portage road shown on the map. Their approximate

sources are located by Freeze’s timber lines, and lie, no doubt,

upon the slopes of the central plateau, but the larger part of

their courses is through a great basin of gently-undulating rocky

swells separated by stretches of bouldery black spruce plain and

barren, the whole bounded sharply to the northwest and east by

the abrupt slope of the central plateau. The lowermost of the

affluent brooks, however, as the map will show, occupies a gap

between the great Apskwa ridge and the finely-rounded Bob’s

Mountain leading to the North Pole Branch and followed by the

portage road. These branches, like the friain stream below them,

flow swiftly, now in rough boulder-obstructed courses, now in
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smooth sand-bottomed, alder-bordered, beaver-dammed reaches,

mostly, however, pleasant and easily canoeable.

This extensive basin is of the same characters as, and evidently

homologous in origin with, the basin around Gover Lake, earlier

described (Note 87). It was seemingly formed as an ancient

circ by the erosion of the many streams which happened to centre

here, while in the glacial period it became a sort of catch-basin,

which left it deeply floored with drift. But the circ theory finds

a difficulty, as it does in the Gover Lake basin, in the great and

almost escarpment-like steepness of the plateau margin, some

500 or 600 feet high, whose abruptness suggests either a fault

origin, or very unequal erosion of rocks of different- hardness.

It will require a thorough exploration of this complicated region

to settle this interesting question.

The Peters Brook branch, which I have followed to near its

source, is a very rapid stream, torrent-like in its upper course,

running true south, and receiving branches from the plateau on

both sides. It heads up on the side of the central plateau not far

south of Nepisiguit waters.

Below the junction of these streams, and down to Whitney

Brook, the Branch is a swift, but mostly smooth-flowing river,

winding over gravel and small boulders, with a wide, low, bould-

ery, and largely burnt, plain on either side in a deep but wide,

mature, and almost basin-like valley. On the west rises a striking

lofty ridge, which must reach to near the plateau level, some

2,000 feet. As this ridge is very conspicuous from different

directions, it deserves a more distinctive name than is afforded

by the local names attached to parts of it, and I propose to call it

by the simplified Indian name for the Branch Apskwa Ridge or

Mountain. On the east the valley-wall is lower towards the

Guagus, and there even seems to be an ancient high gap there.

In it lies the bog-bordered Jacks Lake, which has outlets both

into the Branch and into Guagus, as I have myself seen. Whitney

Brook occupies the larger part of a deep narrow gap extending

dear through to the North Pole, and the remainder of the gap

is occupied by Killheg Brook, the two streams heading very close

together. These great gaps from Pole to Branch must have

some significance in the physiographic history of this region.
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Below Whitney Brook, I havq seen the river only at three or

four points, but I infer, from accounts given me by lumbermen,

that these represent the general character. In all of these places

the valley is narrower than above
;
the river is rapid and boulder-

obstructed, and there is upon one side or the other, or both, an

elevated (200-300 feet) flat bounder-p?ain, extending back to the

valley walls which rise gradually to the plateau height. This

stony plain, commonly characterized by a growth of black-spruce

and heath, is continuous, I have no doubt, with that already

described north of Whitney Brook, and is of the same kind as

the plains on the North Pole (Note 99). They represent, I take

it, the floors of these rivers during the melting of the glacial ice,

the rivers being held up to those heights by the dams which

created the post-glacial falls and gorges at their mouths. In

post-glacial times the rivers have been able to cut down the rock

barriers at their mouths, and to cut thus deeply into the boulder

plains. Such is the character of the river, so far as I know it,

down to the entrance of the Guagus. When it is carefully studied

it will no doubt be found to have some such former connection

with the Mullins Stream waters, as I have suggested in my
note on the Northumbrian Rivers (Note No. 93).

The Guagus occupies a somewhat mature-looking valley

heading up on the central plateau and running parallel with the

Branch, as shown by the map. In the vicinity of the upper lakes

the country is burnt, affording extensive views, and there is a

gap through to the Branch, with a two-outlet lake, as already

described. One of the lakes, WamboCt Lake, is said to be a very

clear spring-fed lake high up on the plateau, but the others are

shallower. Guagus Lake is a typical New Brunswick woods

lake, shallow, with boggy margin on the west (under shelter from

the prevailing winds), and boulder margin on the east. It is the

most moose-haunted lake I have seen in New Brunswick.* Look-

ing up its length, one can see the Guagus valley extending off

far to the northwest, and on the east of it is the great central

plateau extending down between Guagus and Sevogle waters

almost to the lake. The edge of this plateau then swings off to

* The elevations above sea level of this and the other places on the map have
all been determined by myself with aneroid, using the various precautions described

in earlier notes.
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the eastward, passing north of Mullins Stream Lake, while all

the country southward is at a lower level. Between Guagus and

Mullins Stream Lake there is an especially low country, which

probably indicates a former connection between those two basins.

Little Guagus Lake is also typical of the region, shallow, boggy

and bouldery. Guagus Stream is said to run throughout its

course as it does below the lake—a rapid, shallow stream over

boulders, while the Guagus Narrows indicates, probably, a post-

glacial gorge. The origin of this system I believe to be, as indi-

cated in my note on the Northumbrian Rivers (Note 93), the

upper part representing one of the original valleys, and the lake

marking the place where it made its right-angled turn into the

Mullins Stream and Sevogle system.

Below the Guagus the Branch is said to be rapid and rough,

especially as it approaches the Little Southwest, where occur a

series of low fails and rapids, with “ Narrows ” all apparently

post-glacial. Berton’s original Survey of 1838 marks it as “ very

rocky and broken for three miles up.” This part of the river is

in all probability post-glacial, with a pre-glacial channel into the

bend a mile below, as indicated by my earlier note on the Little

Southwest (No. 54, page 459).

Reviewing the origin of the Branch as a whole, it is evident

that it is homologous with the North Pole, earlier described, and

that it includes valleys of three or four ages now all combined

into one system. First the remarkable gaps connecting the

Branch with the Pole, and their extensions in part to the Walke-

mik and Guagus, indicate some ancient system of valleys of which

they are the remnants. Second, is the principal valley of the

Branch, which is also ancient, as shown by its maturity in the

face of the hardness of its rocks, and this represents a true typical

valley of my Northumbrian system. It is still working back at

its several heads into the central plateau, and it certainly had

some former connection with the Mullins Stream and Sevogle

waters. Third, is the lower valley below the Mullins Stream

connection, which is presumably newer than the part above
;
and

lastly, there is the post-glacial connection with the Little South-

west Miramichi. Except for its very head, therefore, this stream

has its older parts above and its newer below.
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105.

—

On the Square Forks of the Sevogle and their
“ Interglacial ” Testimony.

Read December 4, 1906.

From several points of view the Square Forks of Sevogle is

one of the most notable localities of New Brunswick. Scenic-

ally, the Forks, with the associated gorges, all readily visible from

the surrounding burnt plateau, are strikingly wild and fine. To

the sportsman it appeals as including one of the best salmon-

fishing privileges in this Province. Physiographically, it offers

a curious problem in the unusual and anomalous arrangement

whereby two large rivers come together, end to end, in the middle

of a single straight gorge, and then turn their united waters at

right angles through another. Geologically, it offers testimony,

which, I think is conclusive, of fluctuations in the glaciation

of the Province, if not indeed of an interglacial period.

Despite the interest of the place, it has as yet received scant

scientific attention. The only geologist who makes any mention

of it is Dr. Chalmers, who, in his Report for 1888, gives a brief

description of the place, with some comment upon its probable

origin, and a diagram of the arrangement of the gorges. My
own knowledge is based upon a short visit in 1905, and another,

in 1906, when I made the accompanying map and observations.

Briefly, the facts are these. As shown by the map, the North

the South Branches of Sevogle, the former running in a right-

angled gorge, meet in the middle of a straight gorge, then turn

at right angles through another, all of a typical glacial type, with

steep, often vertical rocky wads, some 50 to 75 feet in height.

But this is not all. Closely interlocked with the gorges are

other valleys, now dry, but which must have had a part in the

evolution of this remarkable place. Thus a rather ripe-looking,

drift-bottomed, low-sloping valley lies opposite the gorges on the

westward. From it a short gorge or vailley, having a rocky

bottom (covered, however, with fine drift) above the present

water level, extends through to the present gorge, nearly opposite

to, but not quite matching, the gorge of the combined streams.

Then another valley, hardly a gorge, though very steep-walled

in places, and also possessing a rocky bottom above the present
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water-level, extends from the right-angled bend of the North
Branch through to join the gorge of the combined stream, as

shown upon the map, and this valley slopes to the eastward, as

shown conclusively by the little stream now in its bottom. It

would certainly seem that these two latter-described valleys, with

their rocky bottoms at the same level, are of the same age and
origin. The problem now before us is, therefore, a double one,

for it includes an explanation not only of the meeting of the two
rivers midway in the same gorge, but also of the formation of

and other valleys.

There are two possible explanations of the meeting of two
rivers in one straight gorge,—first, that it is merely a coincidence,

and second, that the gorge was formed and occupied originally

by a single stream. The chances are immensely against the

first supposition, and in favor of the second. If, in the present

case, it is possible to combine the latter supposition with an ex-

planation of the other valleys, then it will receive the strongest

confirmation. I believe such a consistent explanation of all the

phenomena together is possible. I must admit that it is not with-

out its difficulties, and it is very likely that a more thorough

examination of the region, especially down the river, where my
knowledge is especially weak, may require its modification. But

I offer it as a hypothesis fairly consistent with the facts that are

known.

The probable origin of the Forks and Gorges may be express-

ed in a series of stages.

First. Originally the two branches of Sevogle did not come

together in this region at all, but flowed independently north-

eastward as indicated in the earlier note on the Northumbrian

Rivers (Note 93).

Second. In later times, under the influences of geological

causes, a newer river worked back northeasterly from the North-

west Mirimicln until it intersected the valleys, first of the South,

then of the North Branch. Thus originated the main Sevogle

and part ofits North Branch, and it was this river which occupied

the “ old valley ” of the map (A of Diagram). At this time the

junction with it of the South Branch lay more to the southward,

outside the limit of the accompanying map, where the South
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Branch has yet a great bend to the eastward. This stage is

represented in the accompanying Diagram i. I take it the great

rocky bends on its eastern shore were formed by the windings

of the river around ancient alluvial points extending from the

western shore, precisely as all of our rivers in this region are

cutting their concave rocky banks to-day.

Third. The glacial period arrived, and one’ of its effects was

tc choke with drift the Sevogle valley below the original Forks,

and as web. the old valley at AA of the map, thus forcing the

dammed rivers to find new channels, and the Forks to lie in a

new position. The lowest outlet happened to lie in the position

of the present Gorge BB, and around by the present dry valley C,

while the narrow rock mass at the present club house valley (D),

afforded the lowest outlet for the North Branch, thus locating

the Forks there. Thus was established the condition shown in

Diagram 2.

Fourth. There ensued a change in the glaciaC continuity,

whereby both the old valleys, A and C, became choked, leaving

the South Branch, BB, unaffected, thereby forcing the North

Branch and the combined streams to find new channels, which

they did, of course, at the lowest points, which happened to lie

where those parts of the two rivers are now running, viz., at E
and F. Thus was established the present arrangement, repre-

sented (for comparison) by Diagram 3.

Fifth. After these conditions had remained uniform long

enough for the new channels to be cut below the rock bottoms

of the old channels (as they can readily be seen now to be), the

dams of drift were washed from the old valleys,—wholly from

the old eastern valley C, almost wholly from the western valley

A, and in large part from the club-house valley D. I presume
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this washing-out took place by action of the great rush of water

during the final rapid melting of the g acial ice, after which the

reduced river retired into its lowest channels.

Thus can the arrangement of the Square Forks be explained

by the aid of a single assumption, that of a fluctuation in the

glacia. continuity. Such a fluctuation might consist simply of

local or limited, backward or forward, movements of the margin

of the retreating ice sheet, or it might consist in a distinct inter-

glacial period of considerable duration, of which evidence has

been found in Ontario, in New England,* and other parts of the

world,f though not yet, I believe, in New Brunswick. There is,

however, one fact about these valleys which seems well-nigh

conclusive for the interglacial explanation, namely, the old valleys

A, G, D must have remained blocked long enough to permit the

present gorges to be cut from their tops down to well below the

leveCs of the rock floors of the older valleys, else on removal of

the choking drfft, the streams would have resumed their courses

through the old valleys. Such a cutting, of at least 50 to 75 feet

of solid rock, must have required a very long period of time, far

longer than could be furnished by an interval between local

fluctuations of the margin of the ice-sheet. Moreover, there is

other evidence with a bearing upon the subject. On the North

Branch of Sevogle, as I have described in
1 a note later to be

printed, within three miles above the Square Forks, occur two

sets of very fine great gorges, which, while possessing the

characteristic glacial-gorge features (including vertical walls),

are nevertheless bottomed almost everywhere by drift and occu-

pied by a flood-plained stream much smaller than that which must

have formed them. Also in places distinct post-glacial gorges,

with falls, occur within the older large gorges. Here, again,

there seemS to me no way of explaining these double gorges

except by the assumption that the larger were formed earner,

and since they are glacial, but neither pre-glacial nor post-glacial,

they can only be interglacial.

I am o? opinion, therefore, that the Square Forks of Sevogle

with the associated gorges present good evidence of the former

existence of an interglacial period in Eastern Canada.

* Compare Science, Vol. 24, 499.

j Compare address on the Interglacial Problem in Nature, Vol. 74, 389.
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106.

—

On the Physiographic Characteristics of the Sevogle

River.

Read (in abstract) February 6, 1906; re-written October, 1906.

The Sevogle is pur most perfect wilderness river, by far the

largest in New Brunswick that is wholly unsettled from source

to mouth. It is also one of the least known and poorest mapped,

for the reason, no doubt, that all its branches are well-nigh un-

navigable, because of their roughness, for canoes, while none of

them afford through routes of travel into other streams. In

July, 1905, in company with my friend, Professor A. H. Pierce,

I descended the South Branch on foot from its source near Kagoot

(Bald) Mountain, and in July, 1906, with the same devoted com-

panion, I visited Mullins Stream Lakes, crossed the upper courses

ol several branches along McClinton’s north timber line, and

descended the North Branch from its source. The results of our

observations, correlated with other materials I have been able to

gether, are as follows.

First we consider the development of our knowledge of the

river. It first appears, without name, on the great Franquelin-

deMeulles map of 1686, where it is shown heading in a lake near

the Lower North Branch, probably Mullins Streiam Lake. It then

vanishes not to re-appear upon maps until Bonnor’s of 1820, where

its lower part is sketched and named Great Sewogle. On Bailliie’s

* The name Sevogle is Micmac Indian, still in use by the Indians, and pro-

nounced by them very much as it is spelled, but with a sound of the v like w pnaking

it almost like Swogle. ) This peculiarity is reflected in the earliest known uses of

the name, which sometimes have one form, sometimes another, (Sougle, 1805, Land
Memorial ;

Sevogle, do. of 1809 ;
Sewogle, maps of 1820 and 1832 ;

Sevogle, map
of 1824 and later). The Indians do not know its meaning. Little Sevogle is

called by them Mool-mun-an-jeech, the “ Little Mool-mun-aan,” which is the

Northwest (another form of the name El-mun-a-kun-jeech given by Rand in his

Micmac Reader). The names Kewadu (said locally to mean Indian Devil) and

[ Waubiguf] (said to mean “white foot”) are Indian ; they appear first upon the

Geological Survey map of 1882, and were given to Ells, as he writes me, by a

famous hunter and guide, Bill Gray, who had been brought up by the Indians,

whom he greatly surpassed in skill. Sheephouse may be Indian, (See-bo-o-sis, a

brook), though it is locally explained by a story of a hermit who* spent a winter

there with a sheep as companion. The other names on the Sevogle system are

obviously descriptive, and have been given either by lumbermen for some physical

peculiarity or person, or by Mr. Arthur Pringle, the principal guide on the North

Branch, for various visiting sportsmen. A descriptive name cf striking

appropriateness is “ The Square Forks.”
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map of 1832 it is made a great river heading in lakes close to the

Negoot or South Tobique Lakes. But its accurate mapping had
to await surveys, and these were made in 1835 and 1836 by

Deputy Peters
;
they did not follow the river itself, but located

many points on its several branches by the intersections of a net-

work of timber lines run every five miles across the lower parts of

all the branches in those years. The only actual survey along the

stream made anywhere above the Square Forks is a survey of the

South Branch from Clearwater to Mullins Stream, made by

Garden in 1830. These form the sources of the representation

of the river on the published maps of Saunders, 1842, and Wilk-

inson, 1859. This same plan, extended by sketches of some of

the upper courses by Ells and Adams, of the Geological Survey,

was the basis of the Geological map of 1882 and of Loggie’s map
of 1885. Recently many of the old Peters lines have been re-

traced, and other new lines run by Deputies Hanson, Fish and

McClinton. Their plans in the Crown Land Office add much to

our knowledge of the headwaters, and have been used in the

preparation of the accompanying map, to which facts have also

been added from my own observations and from sketches supplied

by Mr. Arthur Pringle, Mr. George Estey and Mr. Carl Bersing.

Even with all these materials the map is still far from accurate,

especially on its southwestern sources, which are scarcely known
even to lumbermen, while, except for the surveyed part from

Clearwater to Mullins Stream, it is simply sketched, ignoring the

windings, between the timber lines. So much for cartography.

As for other data they are extremely scanty. I can find no

scientific mention of any part of the river prior to 1880, in which

year Dr. Ells, or his assistant, now Professor Frank Adams,

ascended the South Branch to the Clearwater and visited the

headwaters of the North Branch from the Nepisiguit, with results

shown upon the Geological map of that section, and briefly

described in Elis’s report for 1880. Mr. Chalmers ascended it to

the Square Forks in 1886, and gives some account of this place

and of the river below in his report on Surface Geology for 1888.

Professor Bailey, in this Bulletin (XXII, 159), mentions a cave

at Square Forks. Other than these, and the preceding note of

this series, I can find no reference to the river in any scientific
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literature. It has, however, been visited somewhat, especially

at Pringle’s hunting grounds on the North Branch by sportsmen

who have Written of their experiences there.* Recently the fall

above the Square Forks on the North Branch has been given

considerable prominence through the oft-published photograph

of leaping salmon taken there by Mr. D. G. Smith in 1901, and

published originally in “Forest and Stream” for February 15,

1902. The river, especially about the Square Forks and up the

North Branch, affords excellent salmon fishing, the lessee of

which has a very comfortable club house at the Square Forks.

Originally there was some settlement on the lower part of the

river, near the Northwest, but this has been entirely abandoned,

so that now the club-house, the lumber camps and the hunting

camps of Arthur Pringle, of Carl Bersing and of John Wambolt,

with their portage roads and trails, all shown on the accompany-

ing map, are the only human works within the basin.

The Sevogle is noteworthy for the remarkable spread of its

great branches, which radiate fan-like from a centre at the Square

Forks to fill the great quadrangular space enclosed between the

Little Southwest Miramichi, the Lower North Branch, the South

Branch Nepisiguit, and the Northwest Miramichi. For practical

purposes, and including the Little Sevogle, the branches may be

divided for description into several groups, as follows

:

The Little Sevogle.

This stream I have nowhere seen. But I have been told by

two lumbermen who know it, that it is a quiet stream, with con-

siderable deadwater upon it, and elsewhere shallow and smooth-

flowing, with only one small fall near its mouth. These characters

* The first was Dashwood, who visited Kewadu Lake (apparently) in 1863,

coming through from Nepisiguit, and out by the Northwest ; he tells of his trip in

his charming book “ Chiploquorgan ” (49, 52). Accounts of hunting trips from

Pringle’s camps have been published by Risteen (“Prowler”^ in Forest and
Stream, Jan. 19, 1895, 46 ; by E. A. Slack in the same for Mar. 13, 1897, 206,

(he visited Indian Devil, our Kewadu Lake), by Geo. McAleer in the same for

Nov., 1905, 667, by W. T. Chestnut in American Field, Nov. 5, 1904. An account

of a hunting trip to Peabody Lake by G. F. Dominick is in Forest and »Stream

for Feb. 1, 1902, 82, and a narrative of another to Clearwater Lake, by F. G.

Harris, is in the same journal for Oct. 20, 1906, 612. An account of the survey

of McClinton’s North Line, by J. H. Sweet, is in the University Monthly for Nov.,

1898.
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would accord wholly with the theory, given in Note 93, that this

valley is a part of one of the old Northumbrian system, and that

through it the Little Southwest below the Lower North Branch

continued its course to the eastward.

Mullins Stream.

This stream heads in Mullins Stream Lakes, a well-known

hunting region, which I have seen. The lake is open, and appar-

ently moderately deep, with low bouldery shores, but higher

valley walls (especially to the north), and a gap to the westward

towards Guagus Lake. The lower lake is similar, and below that

is a great deadwater, below which I have not seen the stream. I

have been told, however, that it is a shallow rocky stream, almost

lacking in fish, and that its chief feature is a fall of several feet

situated just where the North Branch enters it.

Thus all the data I have about this stream accord fully with

the physiographic history sketched in Note 93, that the Guagus

valley swung through the lakes and eastward into the South

Branch Sevogle, while its main stream carried the waters of the

Lower North Branch.

The Western Branches.

As the map clearly shows, several large affluents of the South

Branch rise close over towards the basin of the Lower North

Branch. I have been able to see all of these, and the lofty inter-

vening country, along McClinton’s north line, which I have fol-

lowed from Guagus Lake to near the Little North Branch. I

have also followed the west line to near the source of Guagus

Stream. As may be clearly seen from the summit of Kagoot and

elsewhere, all the country on and west of the line is a lofty

plateau, an extension of the great central plateau, deeply cut by

the valleys of the stream, which are cutting their way back north-

westerly into it.

The first Sevogle water on the line north from Guagus is

Barracks Brook (the stream south of it being wrongly shown on

McClinton’s plan as running east)
;

it is here a quiet stream in
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a deep but not narrow valley, 1,307 feet above the sea,* with a

drift bottom much wider than the stream, and an open appearance

to the westward. The comparative ripeness of this valley sug-

gests that it may represent a part of the ancient Northumbrian

system, perhaps having a former connection with the Branch.

A little to the north is a small branch of this stream, and beyond

that comes a clear beautiful mountain torrent, evidently new.

Then beyond the west line lies the main stream of the South

Branch (1,142 feet elevation). This is a swift stream, too small

to keep itself clear of driftwood, falling over ledges in a narrow

valley. Evidently it is a new stream cutting into the plateau, and

its head cannot be any great distance to the northwest. North

of this comes another somewhat larger, but otherwise similar,

Branch (1,294 feet above the sea). Its brownish water indicates

the presence of bogs on its upper course, a supposition confirmed

by a statement given me by Mr. Estey. I think it very probable

that this stream heads to the northwest close over to waters of the

South Branch Nepisiguit, and some traces of such a valley can

be seen from the summit of Kagoot. It is furthermore possible

that this valley had a former connection with the South Branch

Nepisiguit, and -that the valley now emptying eastward opposite

Kagoot may be the original head of the Sevogle.

The Little North, with the main South Branch.

We consider now the Little North Branch which we descend-

ed. It rises close up to Kagoot, or Bald, Mountain, and some

of its upper courses lie in an open country with extensive open

barrens. At the^ crossing of Pringle’s trail the main stream is a

pretty little clear brook five feet wide and 1,552 feet above the

sea. It then flows southward in a country at first flat, but later

becoming cut by deepening valleys, and receives sundry clear

branches, especially from the eastward. We missed its immediate

junction with the dark-colored North Branch, but followed it from

just below that point to the South Branch. It seems to run, as

a rule, close against a high valley wall on the southwest, but with

more open country to the northeast. It acquires considerable

and increasing fall, over a gravelly and later bouldery bottom,

* All elevations mentioned in this paper are from my aneroid measurements,

made as described in earlier notes.
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becoming finally very rough in a narrowing valley down to its

junction with the South Branch, 950 feet above the sea. At the

junction the South Branch is much the larger stream, perhaps

twice as large, and runs in a distinct valley of its own against a

plateau wall on the south. Evidently it is the main stream, while

the North Branch enters by a newer valley, the upper part of

which may originally have entered the Clearwater valley by a

route suggested by the map.

Below the junction the enlarged river runs in a somewhat

deep winding valley, with occasional ledges on one side or the

other, and a bouldery bed of much drop. Such is it down to the

Clearwater, 717 feet above the sea. This stream is not a fourth

the size of the main river, shoal, warm and very clear. The main

river itself has now become surprisingly large, carrying even at

lowest summer level an ample amount of water for canoeing.

But throughout the length of Sevogle, canoeing would be next

to impossible because of its shallowness, roughness and incessant

fall.

Below the Clearwater the Sevogle continues of much the same

character as above, though with everything upon a large scale,

except the height of the valley walls. These gradually fall off

until they do not exceed 100 feet in height, though the valley

walls, sometimes forming great cliffs, still continue steep, form-

ing a sharp edge with the plateau. The valley is always drift-

bottomed, and clearly all pre-glacial in age. Two miles below

Clearwater occurs a great bend of the river to the eastward, a

bend which represents one of those great turns so characteristic

of all the old Northumbrian rivers, as I have earlier shown

(Note 93). Then it keeps the same general character down

well-nigh to Sheephouse Brook, when there appears on the north

bank a grand semicircle line of great cliffs, at the end of which

the valley suddenly narrows to a typical short post-glacial gorge

(the Narrows), with extinct fall. I could not determine the

position of the pre-glacial channel, which I suspect is on the

north bank behind the line of cliffs. Half a mile below the Nar-

rows comes in Big, or Sheephouse, Brook, a very long stream with

apparently a post-glacial mouth. A little below is Little Sheep-

house Brook
;
three miles up this stream is said to occur a fine fall
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„ oi some sixty feet in height, not truly vertical, but of several

leaps. Below these streams the country opens out somewhat, and

the plateau becomes lower, though the river continues swift,

broken and shallow. Mullins Stream enters by a narrow stony

mouth, and very probably its original course was farther south,

as mapped in Note 93. Finally, passing into an extensive burnt

Princes Pine country, the river, never relaxing its swift stony

character, reaches the gorges of the Square Forks.

We note now, the probable origin of the streams belonging to

the South Branch. Their characters and directions make it seem

plain that they are long pre-glacial, and in their lower courses

parts of the -ancient Northumbrian system of valleys. That they

are smaller and look less ripe than the old parts of the Lower

North Branch and North Pole is due probably not to a lesser age,

but to a lesser drainage basin. Like other rivers of that system

they are still working back at their heads into the central plateau,

and they have no doubt undergone many subsequent changes,

whereby some branches have been thrown from their older courses

into new and shorter ones. But the elucidation of these questions

must await more detailed study.

The Clearwater and Sheephouse Branches.

Of these I know nothing more than is stated above and shown

by the map.

The North Branch.

The North Branch of Sevogle rises on the easterly slope of

the Kagoot, or Bald, Mountain plateau, very near to a principal

source of the South Branch, and starts eastward through an open

burnt country. This open country is part of a curious area

stretching northward clear through to the northwest, and includ-

ing the remarkable broken area about the source of that river,

described in an earlier note (Note 78). In this area the original

plateau has been carved down to a kind of long basin, with low

ridges separating very irregularly-running valleys, eastward of

which the original plateau still exists. The North Branch is at

first a very sluggish dark-colored stream of alternating dead-

waters and boulder rips, increasing somewhat in slope and current
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as it enters a more definite valley a little above the entrance of

the stream from Kewadu Lake.* Below that it runs in a rather

narrow and deepening valley, becoming a rocky stream of much
fall, showing many cascades over ledges and even some approach

to small gorges. Receiving some small streams it gradually be-

comes quieter in a widening valley, and receives the North Fork

in a very pleasant open alder and intervale basin.

The North Fork rises in a group of attractive little wilderness

game-haunted lakes, as shown upon the map. The stream, mostly

dark and quiet, with deadwater reaches, flows eastward with a

low ridge upon its southern and a plateau upon its northern side,

and joins the much larger main stream, as shown upon the map.

Below the junction the stream swings to the south and occupies

a valley of some depth and maturity, with a drift floor of con-

siderable width. Downward the valley becomes deeper and the

stream swifter. There is then a gap in my knowledge of it

(owing to our following a portage road)
;

I saw it next on its

easterly bend, and there the valley is very deep, winding and

narrow, while the stream falls much over frequent ledges, which

culminate in the fine vertical fall of some eight feet just above

the Little North Branch. All this part seems newer than the

parts above, indeed almost of
“
interglacial ” character, and I

believe the valley above must have had a former course across

in an easterly direction to the Northwest, while this lower part

is much newer.

* The characters of the lakes I have seen are as follows: Kewadu (or Slacks)

lies in a flat wooded country, has bog, marsh, boulder and sand shores, with a

bouldery schist island on the west side joined by bog with the shore. Originally

(very likely pre-glacially) it must have emptied southward instead of north, as

now. The Moose-pond is a shallow moose-haunted boggy deadwater. Canoe is a

pleasing lake, with rising wooded shores and grassy margin, while Riordan’s is a

woods lake with stony shores. Neds Lake is a very attractive little woods lake

with high shores, and Allan Pond is of similar character, but possessing a remark-

able margin of firm grassy marsh. This same feature, which I have nowhere else

seen so well developed, appears in Musquash Lake, while Big Lake, just above

the latter, lying high up on the plateau, is a very pretty, beaver-haunted lak*% with

finely forested rising shores. The winding grassy Deadwater on the North Fork

is almost a lake, and lies against a high ridge on the north ; it is a c°ntre for

immense numbers of moose, STid is, I think, the lake called Waubigut on the

Geological Survey map. All of these lakes have been dammed of old by beaver,

and they formed a great hunting ground for those animals. Traces of an old

Indian hunting camp and a trail, supposed to have been made by Bill Gray, were

found in the vicinity of Camp Waite by Mr. Pringle when he first began hunting

in that country.
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The Little North Branch, which is said to have a fine broken

fall of nearly sixty feet in height three-quarters of a mile up from

its mouth, is a large cleat stream. Below it the valley continues

for a time of the same deep rocky, almost “ interglacial
”

char-

acter, its valleys cut some 300 or 400 feet into the plateau. But

gradually the valley opens out, the country begins to fall off, and

the whole appearance of the river indicates greater maturity.

The river bed, with its clear brown water, continues everywhere

of the shoal, rocky-obstructed, much-falling type which is so

characteristic of the entire Sevogle system. Near the foot of this

southeasterly stretch come some cliffs, and then the river plunges

into the Big Narrows, an irregular, wild post-glacial gorge with

a broken fall of four or five feet near its upper end. A little

below it receives Peabody Lake stream, coming from Peabody

Lake, a famous place for trout, and swings to the eastward. It

then becomes less winding, more open with a lower plateau, with

beaches and intervale banks, and all the signs of considerable

maturity. These characters become more marked around its

northerly turn; and then to the eastward, just before swinging

south, the river enters a fine great gorge, or series of gorges, cut

through soft rusty slates into a flat plateau, with often vertical

walls one hundred feet in height, which extends for three-quarters

of a mile or more, and constitute the finest I have seen in New
Brunswick. But, aside from its fine scenery, this gorge possesses

another feature differentiating it from any others known to me in

the Province, namely, it is not of post-glacial formation. This

is, I believe, clearly shown by the fact that it is much wider than

the bed of the present stream, which runs through it almost

entirely over drift, and with low intervale points or a narrow

flood-plain upon one side or the other; while in addition its falls

do not occur at its head, but at various points, and especially near

its foot at a place where a true post-glacial gorge occurs within

the older and greater gorge. That they are of glacial origin all

their characters show, and since they are not post-glacial, I have

no question that they are of truly “ interglacial ” origin, as has

already been noted (Note 105). Below this gorge the valley

becomes again open and the river wide and shallow for a mile

ci two, when it enters yet another interglacial gorge with a fine
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post-glacial fall of some nine feet in height near its foot, having

great salmon pools below it. Then the valley is again open for

a little, but very soon another gorge is entered, leading to the

Square Forks. Here it joins the much large South Branch. But

this locality is of such special interest that I have already described

it in a separate note (No. 105).

We consider now the origin of the South Branch. The origin

of its sources is complicated by their presence in the curious

broken country east of Kagoot, but they appear to be old rivers

which very likely had an early course eastward into the North-

west. The southerly courses down to the Lake Branch appear

to be of comparatively new, perhaps “ interglacial,” origin. But

below Lake Brook the valley seems older, and is probably one of

the Northumbrian series which formerly swung northeast until

captured by the Big Sevogle, which extended back farther after

capturing the South Branch. (Compare Note 105).

Below the Square Forks the river flows for a mile and a

quarter in an extensive gorge, from which it issues to become a

wide valleyed, intervaled and terraced, swift-flowing stream, such

as is characteristic of all our rivers in the Carboniferous forma-

tion. This part of the Sevogle, if I read the collective evidence

aright, is newer than the northeast-southwest valleys of this

region, and owed its formation to the causes which produced the

north and south (Minaqua) part of the Northwest near by.

(Note 93).



ARTICLE II.

NOTE ON ARCH^OZOON.

By G. F. Matthew, LL.D ,
F.R.S.C.

Read 4th Dec., 1906.

In the year 1891, the writer of the following note, then Presi-

dent of this Society, brought before it certain discoveries re-

lating to organisms of lew type found in the ancient rocks around

St. John.

This was partly in the presidential address of that year, and

partly in an article on ‘‘Eozoon and other low organisms in

Laurentian rocks at St. John.” *

In part these two papers relate to the genus Archaeozoon,

examples of which had then lately been brought to the writer’s

attention. As this organism was subsequently found in other

localities than that from which it was originally described, and as

a similar organism has recently been found in the Pre-Cambrian

rocks in the Rocky Mountains by officers of the U. S. Geological

Survey, and has been figured in a Bulletin of the Geological

Society of America by Hon. C. D. Walcott, Director of the above-

named Survey, the present seems a fitting time to gather up the

information relative to Archaeozoon and present it before this

Society.

In the presidential report above cited, Archaeozoon is referred

to in the following terms :
*

“ The second horizon of organic forms is in the upper lime-

stones ol the Upper Series (of the Laurentian area of rocks

in the vicinity of St. John). The organism found here

is one of the calcareous coral-like structures, somewhat like certain

forms found in the basal beds of the Cambrian (and of the Ordovi-

cian). Its structure has not yet been studied, but en masse it con-

sists of elongated cylindrical objects, which are from one inch to

Nat. Hist. Soc. of N. B„ Bull. IX, p. 32, par. 3.
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three inches across, and several inches in length (described further

on as Arclicieozoon Acadicuse)

.

The object consists of a cumu-
lative growth of conical partitions, layer upon layer, building up
a cylindrical body that in cross-section looks not unlike a part

ot a tree-trunk, and which bears a general resemblance to

Stromatopora rugosa, Hall. The upper limestone, at the base

of which this organism is found, has suffered greatly from

denudation, as we find areas of the ‘ Upper Series ’ which do
not appear to have the upper limestones. Good examples of the

fossil are known only from one locality.”

The part of the article on “ Eozoon and other low organisms

at St. John,” referring to Archaeozoon, is as follows

:

“ Some months since the attention of the writer of this com-

munication was called by Mr. Wm. Murdoch, C. E., of St. John,

to the appearance of some fragments of crystalline limestone

which were thought to be pieces of petrified wood. The frag-

ments had been broken from ledges at a locality (‘ Green Head’)

in the Upper Series of the Laurentian area (of rocks) near St.

John, N. B.

“ These fragments had apparently a concretionary structure,

but differed from any concretionary limestone the writer had

seen before. The pieces exhibited were not sufficient to show

the nature or origin of these apparent concretions, and an early

opportunity was embraced of visiting the locality and making

observations on the spot. This visit resulted in the discovery of

an extensive reef of limestone, in which immense numbers of

these peculiar fossils are preserved in a remarkably perfect con-

dition.

“ The reef began its growth on a bottom of fine sand, now

converted into a quartzite rock, which forms an important part

(member) of the ‘ Upper Series.’ There (at the bottom of the

reef) the object consists of a multitude of small, short, closely set

columns, which grew tier upon tier, with at first more or less

sand between the tiers.

“ It may be observed, also, that these crowded clusters of

columns were often cut off over considerable areas by thin

horizontal layers of (amorphous) mineral matter, perhaps indi-

cative of the incursion of (fine) sand or other sediment, but the
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growth was almost immediately renewed by a new set of columns,

occupying the fresh surface of mud that covered the old ones.

“ In the upper part of the reef in which the columns flourished

and grew luxuriently, it is very interesting to observe the appar-

ent effort put forward by some of these columns to overtop their

fellows. Those that grew most vigorously would spread and

crowd the adjoining ones, so that they were compelled to elevate

the centres of their calcareous layers. Thus in these crowded

columns the layers became almost (inversely) funnel-shaped,

while in the broad ones, that had plenty of room to grow, they

flattened out to an (inverted) saucer shape, or in some cases are

almost entirely -flat. It is these funnel-shaped layers which, when

they are cut across, have the' appearance of the ends of sticks of

wood. They have thus given to unpractised observers the im-

pression that the rock consisted of crowded masses of wood
turned to stone.

“ Sometimes one of these columns was quite crowded out of

existence by its more vigorous neighbors. In other instances we
appear to have cases where the columns bifurcated, and formed

two columns to occupy a space otherwise vacant on the sea bottom.

Another feature of these columns, which helped to carry out the

deception that led those who first saw the rock to suppose that

each column was a stick of wood, was that the silicious* (dolo-

mitic) layers are thinner, and sometimes fail altogether at the

centre of the column. As the spaces between the calcareous

layers are filled with mineral matter of a darker hue than the

calcareous substance, (and the centre of the columns is also of a

dark color), the columns appear to have a dark centre,

like the pith of a tree
;
hence they were thought to be the trunks

of ‘ hardwood '

or exogenous trees.

“ This reef of calcareous columns was about one hundred

and fifty feet deep, but its lateral extent is not known, as it is cut

off on one side by a fault, and on the other passes beneath the

waters of the St. John river.

“ A peculiarity of these calcareous columns is that they are

usually surrounded by a casing of more magnesian substance

;

thus a space of a quarter of an inch or more may separate two

Prof. F. D. Adams, who has examined these layers, says they are dolomitic.
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of these columns, this space being (partly) filled with an irregular

and Broken calcareous or calcareo-magnesian deposit.

“ The microscopic character of these columns and the layers

has not been studied, but to the naked eye the more dolomitic

layers, when well preserved, are distinctly beaded, as if they were

filled up chambers of an organism in which the chambers were

imperfectly separated from each other.

“A peculiarity of this object is that of the sudden cessation

cf growth, either of a part, or of the whole, of an individual

column. In a case of this kind the space thus left vacant is

occupied by the extension over it of the layers of a neighboring

column, or by the growth of one or more new individuals on the

senile surface.

“ These new columns have in all cases a dome-shaped or hemi-

spherical form, which they retain until they are as large, or larger,

than a finger-end, after which the layers begin to flatten.

“ There is a fossil described by Professor James Hall ( Crypto-

zoon proliferum) occurring in the Calciferous rocks at Green-

field, N. Y., which at first glance strikingly resembles the Acadian

fossil above described,* but it differs in the mode of growth, as

it consists of rosettes of various sizes, consisting of concave

laminae (while those of Archaeozoon Acadiense are convex).”

This is all that was published about this peculiar fossil at the

time it was first investigated. But two years afterward Dr. W.

D. Matthew, then a fellow of Columbia College, New York,

undertook an examination of the “ Crystal. ine rocks near St.

John,” and in the course of his investigations met with this fossil

in the limestones of the “ Upper Series ” in the peninsula north

of the city of St. John, on the shore of the “Narrows” of the

St. John river.f The locality is in the same basin of limestones

as that containing the typical forms from Green Head.

In 1894 another locality for this fossil was discovered by Mr.

Geoffrey Stead on Douglas avenue, on the ridge between the

harbor of St. John and the river St. John above the “Falls.” The

fossil here is not quite at the base of the limestone, but is not far

from it, and the individuals are smaller than many of those seen

• See 36th Ann. Rep. N. Y. State Mus, Appendix.

Nat. Hist. Soc. of N. Bruns’k, Bull. XII, p. 16.
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at Green Head. This locality is in a more southerly basin of the

limestones of the “ Upper Series ” than that of the Green Head

locality, and the locality where it was observed by Dr. W. D.

Matthew.

The latest occurrence of the fossil noted was at Black River,

on the coast of the Bay of Fundy, eastward of St. John, and

quite detached from any known area of Laurentian rocks. It

occurs at the side of the road leading from Black River to

Loch Lomond as small boulders in a conglomerate at the base of

the red Devonian rocks of the latter place. Extending from the

point where this occurrence was observed, for several miles to the

westward, is a ridge of gray grits, which may be a coarser form

of the quartzites of the “ Upper Series ” of the Laurentian area

seen around St. John. If this ridge is of the “ Upper Series,”

the position of the Archasozoonal limestone would be along its

southern face, against which the Devonian rocks now rest, and

which may therefore be supposed to cover the Laurentian lime-

stones if present at this place.

The resembling fossils found by Mr. Bailey Wikis, of the

U. S. Geological Survey, in northwestern Montana, have been

observed in a limestone of Pi e-Cambrian age, called the Siyeh

limestone, and have been named Cryptozoon frequens. The
excellent haff-tone reproductions of this fossil show how close

they are in general structure to Archaeozoon Acadiense, especi-

ally in their convex growth and in the spaces between the

columns. The microscopic structure of Cryptozoon frequens is

not described in the paper I have cited, and there is no further

means of comparison with the Acadian (Canadian) fossil; but

that Pre-Cambrian limestones in the Rocky Mountain region,

clearly shown to be such by their relation to a well-defined

Cambrian terrane, should contain organic structures so like the

Archaeozoon, is an important and suggestive addition to our

knowledge of the earliest forms of life.

* Bull. Geol. Soc. of America, Vol. 17, pp. 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 19, pi. 19.

stones if presnt at ethis place.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE

Fig. i.—Geological sketchmap of the vicinity of St. John, N. B.,

(from the map of the geological survey) showing where Archaeozoon

has been found.

Areas occupied by Pre-Cambrian schists and intrusives. (Marked by

small crosses).

Pre-Cambrian limestones, the large area is not continuous as represent-

ed. (Marked by dots).

Cambrian (and Lower Ordovician). (Marked by vertical lines).

Little River plant-bearing terrane. (Marked by horizontal lines).

Overlying red conglomerate and shales. (Marked by circles).

Localities where Archaeozoon has been found. (Marked by large

crosses.

N. B.—the locality at Black River is outside of the limits of this map
(to the S. E.).

Fig. 2.—(The original figure of this form published in Bulletin IX,

1880). It is a vertical section of Archaeozoon Acadiense, one-half diam.

It shows well the alternating convex layers of a single column. From
the Upper Series of the Laurentian area at Green Head, St. John Co.,

N. B.

Fig. 3.—Horizontal section of this species, one-seventh diam. It shows

the spaces between the columns filled with a magnesian deposit. After

the hardening of the limestone mass it suffered somewhat from lateral

squeezing and from faulting, and the columns were somewhat broken up.

N. B.—The parallel striation on the surface of the rock is due to the

saw. From Green Head, St. John Co.. N. B.

Fig. 4.—Vertical section of a group of weathered columns of

Archaeozoon Acadiense one-sixth diam. This shows the origination of

a colony of Archaeozoon on horizontal layers of calcareous mud
; at first

the growth was irregular and sporadic; then gradually developing distinct

vertical columns, the margins of the columns are indicated by a pale gray

coloring; in the upper, more weathered portion of the block, the convex

layers of the fossil are more distinctly visible. From limestone of the

southern basin of the Upper Series at Douglas Avenue, St. John, N. B.
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ARTICLE III.

SEPTEMBER AMONG THE GAME BIRDS OF MISCOU
ISLAND.*

By J. Orne Green, M. D.

It has been my fortune to have spent every month of

September during the last twenty-eight years on the Island of

Miscou in camp on “the moss” of the eastern end of the island.

I have always arrived on the island about August 26th, and have

left about September 27th, and whatever value the following

observations have is due to their being confined to this season

extending over many years. The accompanying is a full list of

the game birds observed:

Tringa canutus. Knot. Red-breasted Sandpiper. Gray-back.
“ maculata. Pectoral Sandpiper. Grass Bird.

" fuscicollas. White-rumped Sandpiper.
“ minutilla. Least Sandpiper.

Ereunetes pusillus. Semipalmated Sandpiper.

Calidris arenaria. Sanderling. /

Limosa haemastica. Hudsonian Godwit. Ringtailed Marlin.

Totanus melanoleucus. Winter Yellow-legs.
“ flavipes. Summer Yellow-legs.

Numenius longirostris. Long-billed Curlew. Sickle-bill.

Hudsonicus. Jack Curlew.

borealis. Eskimo Curlew. Dough-bird.

Charadrius squatarola. Beatle-head. Black-breast.

* Dr. Green is a resident of Boston, a retired professor of the Harvard

Medical School. His many long visits to Miscou were in part for sport,

but chiefly for the free wild outdoor life that island permits. This paper

was prepared in 1905 so that his twenty-eight years of knowledge of the

island extend back to 1877. The various localities of which he speaks

may be found marked upon the physiographic map of Miscou Island in

the preceding Bulletin at page 450. “The moss” is the same as the “moors

(barrens”) of that map, which shows the two Malbaies and Big Lake,

while Little Shippegan Harbor is the same as Miscou Harbor. Dr. Green’s

camp at Miscou was on the eastern side of the little stream shown by
the map as emptying a tiny lake into the northern end of Malbaie South.

Dr. Green has purchased a farm at Tweedside, near the Northwest

Oromocto Lake, where he intends to spend his summers in future.

—

Editor Bulletin.
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Charadrius dominions. Golden Plover.

Aegialitis semipalmata. Ring-neck.

Arenaria interpres. Turn-stone.

Gallinago delicata. Wilson’s Snipe.

Merganser serrator. Sheldrake.

Anas boschas. Mallard.
“ obscura. Dusky Duck.
“ Carolinensis. Green-winged Teal.

“ discors. Blue-winged Teal.

Dafila acuta. Pintail.

Glaucionetta clangula Americana. Whistler. American Golden-eye.

Branta Canadensis. Canada Goose.
“ bernicla. Brant.

The red-breasted sandpiper arrives about the first of Septem-

ber and is found in considerable numbers till about the 20th of

the month. Specimens in the summer plumage with the rufous

brown abdomen are rare
;
certainly nineteen-twentieths are in full

ashy-gray winter coat.

Grass birds breed on the island and the small young birds are

always found on the salt-marshes. The northern flight of mature

birds rarely arrives before the 15th of September and often not

till the 25th or later even, and the numbers vary very much in

different years. They remain usua'ly but a short time, but in some

years the salt marshes are fairly alive with them during their

short stay.

The white-rumped sandpiper and the least sandpiper are the

most abundant of any of the shore birds. They are present in

large flocks in August and continue so till about the 20th of

September. Sanderlings are never seen in large numbers
;
they

are generally late in arriving, about September 10th to September

15th.

The ring-tailed marlin years ago was not uncommon although

never seen in large flocks. In the eighties, a few specimens were

shot every year, but in the last fifteen years I do not think I have

seen more than one or two, and certainly none for the last ten

years. It was formerly their habit to fly from the seashore to the

muddy banks of the freshwater ponds at dusk, where they

apparently passed the night. Yellow-legs are fairly abundant

although never in very large flocks
;

they remain through

September.
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The large sickle-billed curlew has apparently disappeared. In

1878, I saw two specimens, one on Peters River near Bathurst,

and one on Miscou Island, but since then none, nor can I get any

authentic record of one.

Jack curlews are the only birds of which I can say their

numbers have not vastly diminished during my twenty-eight

years of residence. Never in large flocks but in collections of

two, four or even ten, they are scattered over “the moss” from

August to September 15th or 20th, but the majority do not arrive

till September, and their stay on the island is wholly dependent

on the quantity of blueberries. With an abundant berry crop they

remain till driven off by the northerly and easterly September

gales
;
with a small crop they simply explore the island and pass

on. On arrival they are always in very poor condition, but a few

days with the blueberries puts them in the best of condition.

The mention of the eskimo curlew or dough bird must bring

a pang of regret to all naturalists, sportsmen and epicures, for

it is apparently rapidly disappearing. When I first knew the island

they were present in flocks of twenty to fifty or seventy-five all

over “the moss,” arriving often before the middle of August and

remaining till about September 15th, always arriving earlier and

leaving earlier than the jack curlew, and usually flying in com-

pany of the golden plover. Up to 1890 they continued fairly

abundant
;

since that year they have steadily and rapidly

diminished in numbers, and for the last eight years have been rare.

Several seasons of late none have been seen, and in the last five

years I do not think I have seen as many flocks. Usually of late

a few isolated specimens, mingled with the shore birds and not

among the blueberries, has been my record.

What has been said of the dough birds will apply almost word
for word to the golden plover, except that the numbers of the

latter were noticed to be rapidly diminishing for several years

before the loss of the dough birds was observed. The majority

of the birds were already in their winter plumage on arriving,

the black throat and breast being seen only exceptionally.

Beatle-heads have never been numerous or in large flocks

;

usually isolated individuals are scattered over the sandy edges of

the salt marshes, and occasionally flocks of six to ten are seen.
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Their plaintive cry is heard throughout the season, and they

remain longer than any of the shore birds, often being found in

considerable numbers, I am told, till October 15th. In their

plumage they are generally in a transition stage from the summer
to the winter coat, specimens with the black breast and belly

being quite common, although not in the majority.

Wilson’s snipe is a rare visitor. Nearly every year one or two

are seen on the freshwater brooks, but the country is not adapted

to their habits, and no conclusions can be drawn from their

absence.

Of the ducks, by far the most common, as would be expected,

are the dusky and marsh ducks. The country with its numerous

small ponds and dense thickets of bushes is particularly adapted

to their breeding habits
;
and twenty-five years ago when “ the

moss” was practically undisturbed by visitors during the summer,

they bred in large numbers, and on my arrival I always found

many broods of half-grown birds in the ponds, which became

able to fly only in September. Now “the moss” is much more

frequented in the summer than formerly, and the number of

breeding birds is much less. Large numbers of migratory birds,

however, make the island a stopping place, arriving in large

numbers from the 10th to the 25th of September. By the 7th of

October, I am told, they have usually all left. Most of them have,

the olive-green leg and foot, and the majority are birds of that

season, i. e. young, but the large variety with the orange-red leg

and foot, the so-called Hudson Bay duck, is not uncommon late

in September, and I have never been able to see any difference in

their habitat. The two varieties fly together. Breeding in con-

finement has, I believe, proved that the orange-red variety is only

an older bird. They feed almost entirely on the seeds of the eel-

grass (Zostera marina).

Some five years ago I obtained an adult drake mallard that

was flying with a small flock of dusky ducks. It is the only

specimen I have ever seen on the island, and as it was wholly

unknown to the local gunner, it must be a very rare visitant.

The blue-and-green-winged teal vary very much in numbers

in different years, but on the whole are much less numerous than

in the seventies. I have rarely found them on the island on my
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arrival, but they arrive during the first two weeks in September,

the blue-winged always being much more numerous than the

green-winged. It is a curious fact that I have never seen a

specimen either of the teals, pintails or whistlers, which showed

the head-plumage characteristic of the adult male. That there

should not have been an adult male in all these years is most

unlikely, and the explanation must be, I think, that the birds had

not fully recovered their full plumage after moulting. We have

yet much to learn of the changes in the plumage of birds.

Pintails rarely make their appearance before the 15th of Sep-

tember, arriving with or a little after the northern dusky ducks,

and flying, sometimes in flocks by themselves, but often mingled

with the dusky ducks. By the end of September or early in

October, they have disappeared. I have never known them to

breed on the island, and have never seen one in August.

Whistlers are the latest of all the ducks to arrive, usually

about the 20th of September, and they occasionally appear in

large flocks. I have never known them to breed on the island,

but formerly, I am told, they did so, and the resident gunners

are familiar with the fact that they nest in trees and call them

“wood-ducks.”

The story of the geese on Miscou, as I have received it fr^m

Mr. Charles Wilson, one of the oldest residents, is rather interest-

ing. Eighty or more years ago, geese bred upon “the moss” in

large numbers, and it was the custom of the Micmac Indians to

visit the island during the moulting season and destroy large

numbers of them with clubs when they were unable to fly.

After one such raid, more determined than usual, the geese as a

body abandoned the island for a breeding ground, and since then

only an odd pair have now and then raised a “clutch” here.

I have seen a few such clutches, and some ten years ago found

several of the broken eggs in the northwest corner of “the moss”
The arrival ofthe geese from the north is very uncertain. I have

found as many as one hundred and fifty on the island in August,

and in other years not a goose is seen before September 10th,

from which date they are continually seen making the island from

the sea and gather in constantly increasing numbers to remain
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till frozen out. The main body of their flight is, I think, decidedly

later than it used to be, but the time varies in different years, and

the numbers are sadly diminished from what they were in the

seventies. The clutches of young geese are particularly fond of

the moss,” and after their arrival often entice the whole body

of birds to same distant spot on “the moss,’’where they remain for

hours. Years ago the daily flight of the geese when undisturbed

was very regular. They fed in the two Malbaies on the roots of

the eel-grass through the night till the tide was about half-flood,

when they would fly to the Big Lake to drink, and from thence to

Little Shippegan Harbor where the day was spent, to return to

the Big Lake again at about half-flood tide, and thence again to

the Malbaies. Of late years the tides seem to have much less in-

fluence, and the evening flight is postponed till dusk or even

later. When the birds are numerous, the shores of the Malbaies

are lined with floating eel-grass, every root of which has been

nipped off.

Brant are such a late arrival that they hardly come into the

season I speak of. An occasional flock comes in from the north

in September, and the earliest date at which I have seen them is

September 18th. In late October they are abundant.

All varieties of birds are much less numerous then formerly,

while some have almost abandoned the ground. Changes in the

local surroundings will account for part of this loss. “The moss”

is much more disturbed by travellers, the number of gunners has

increased many fold, and the gunning is indiscriminate and

injudicious; extensive fires and the resulting blueberries are much
less common than formerly. All of these factors are, I think, of

importance, but in addition I am confident there has been a

change in the course of the flight of some varieties. This is

especially true of the golden plover, for I hear of large flights of

these on Prince Edward Island when there have been none on

Miscou, where twenty-five years ago we should have had the

same flight.



ARTICLE IV.

OBSERVATIONS ON WEATHER AND PLANTS, 1906.

By G. U. Hay.

May 1.—An unusually mild winter was followed by cold

backward weather through M'arch and April. January and Feb-

ruary were almost without snow in St. John, and the surrounding

country. The last part of January, and nearly all of February

were generally mild and warm, with occasional cold snaps. On
Friday, February 2nd, a party of newspaper men chartered a tug

and went to Carter’s Point on'the St. John River, fifteen miles

from the city, where the first ice was met with. During the

severe frost of the few following days the greater part of the

lower end of the river was frozen over.

The St. John River was not open to navigation until the 18th

April.

Coltsfoot (Tussilago farfara) was found in bloom in Rock-

wood Park, April 28th. It has been found blooming near St.

John as early as the 28th March.

Wild Garden, Lngleside.

May 15.—All through April and the first half of May, cold

rainstorms prevailed with occasional warm days. The sun’s rays

penetrated but slowly into the earth where the frost had gone

unusually deep, owing to cold snaps and absence of snow. This

kept farming operations back.

Alder and poplar catkins were observed discharging pollen

April 2 1st. The fields at this date were unusually brown and

bare, with a little snow and ice in the woods. May 5th—Red
maple, leather-wood (Dirca palustris), white hepaticas, and a

few white violets (Viola blanda) in bloom. On May 7th—a cold

and heavy rain of twenty-four hours’ duration was followed by

a spring-like afternoon, so balmy and rare in this inclement season

that it gladdened everything having life, but wintry rains and
repressing chills followed. May 9th-—A few fawn lilies (Adder’s

tongue), strawberry blossoms, white violets, mayflowers, the

latter in full bloom in open woods and quickly dropping their

559
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petals, but still in bud in deep shades. Frost for several nights

during the past week. This morning (May 15th) the thermom-

eter registered 37
0F at seven o’clock, followed by a bright warm

day.

May 18.—During the past three days the weather has been

warm ,and dry. Farming operations were begun and carried

briskly forward ; buds are rapidly unfolding and the whole face

of nature has undergone a surprising change within a few days.

The white petals of the hepatica are nearly all fallen. Blue

violets and strawberry plants in full bloom. A few dandelions

have opened in sunny places, and one or two amelanchier trees

are almost in flower, a few white trilliums (Trillium grandi-

fiorum) brought from Ottawa, and planted in the spring of 1905,

are opening into flowers, while others near by, brought from the

same place and planted ten years ago, still keep their buds obstin-

ately closed, opening ten or twelve days later. (The spring is a

fortnight earlier usually at Ottawa than about St. John).

May 20 .—The genial sunshine of the past four days with a

strong north wind today has shaken innumerable buds into leaf

and flower. Sanguinaria, uvularia, houstonias, amelanchiers,

painted trilliums, gold-thread are rapidly coming into bloom,

while the blossoms of the fly-honeysuckle (Lonicera ciliata), the

wind-flower (Anemone nemorosa), fawn lily, the long pendulous

tassels of the mountain alder, the flowery involucre of viburnum

lantanoides and the white trilliums are fully expanded.

In ferns, the fronds of osmundas and the ostrich fern are

from three to twelve inches in height, while the woodsias on the

rockeries and the phegopteris in the meadows, are fully unfolded.

The elder (Sambucus pubens), pyrus, carpinus, trembling popular

and small birches and alders have their leaves fully unfolded. The
larger birches, amelanchiers, black and red cherry, maples are

moving rapidly from bud to leaf. The flowers of the red maple

have been falling for several days in the open, but they still

redden the deeper woods where there is an indefinable mingling

of red and brown and green “and nothing perfect”

June I.—Nights very chilly, with frosts, on May 31st and

June 1st. Easterly and northeasterly winds have prevailed with

cold rains for a week past. In flower everywhere—purple
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trillium, painted trillium, bluets, bell flower, dandelion, marsh

marigold, white baneberry, wild red cherry, with a few plants of

rhodora and nodding trillium opening. Petals of amelanchier are

falling. Owing to continued cold and wet weather many early

flowers, such as the white trillium, wood anemone, mayflower

and others still preserve their beautiful bloom. For the same

reason the leaves of the great-tooth-leaved poplar, white or

swamp maple, red oak, white ash, acacia, sumac and other late

forms are just expanding into leaves; but nearly all other

deciduous trees are now in full foliage.

June 4.—Transplanted acacia, flowering raspberry, sumac and

other shrubs, the damp weather being in favor of late planting.

Flowers are appearing on pyrus baccata and its varieties, on the

Siberian pea tree, purple clematis, blueberry plants and bunch-

berry (Cornus Canadensis).

June 11.—Stemless lady’s-slipper, apple trees, lilacs, yellow

lady’s-slipper coming into bloom.

June 13.—The first really hot day of the season. Maidenhair

fern fronds fully expanded. A little later the butterwort

(Pinguicula vulgaris) is in bloom and other late flowers are

opening, including the erigerons, forerunners of the asters and

golden rods.

October 20.—A beautiful summer but very dry and hot; no

rains of any consequence after June. The wells everywhere were

dry. The river St. John which has been very low began rising

this week from heavy rains in the north. The warm weather has

continued through the autumn. Occasional light frosts occurred

after the middle of September, but not sufficient to kill vegetation.

There were more severe frosts on the nights of the 12th, 16th,

and 17th, when a very thin surface of ice was formed on pails of

water standing out, barely sufficient to notice. The fine weather

has continued through September until late October, but the

woods have not had so bright a coloring as in other years. The
deciduous leaves are dry and shrivelled with a few notable

exceptions such as the brilliant red of the ironwood and the dark

red of the oak. Several trees and shrubs, such as the black cherry

and lilacs, still retain their summer green (October 20).

The autumn was characterized by a great dearth of the larger

fungi, owing to the excessive dryness.



THE EARTH’S INTERIOR. >

“ The Constitution of the Interior of the Earth as revealed by

Earthquakes ” is the title of an important paper by R. D. Oldham,
F. G. S., presented to the Geological Society of London, February,

1906. As the spectroscope extended the scope of astronomical

knowledge by enabling the astronomer to determine the com-

position of the heavenly bodies, so the seismograph enables the

physicist to determine the constitution of the earth at depths re-

moved from any other possible means of research.

The distant record of a great earthquake exhibits three distinct

phases, of which the third represents wave-motion which has

travelled along the surface of the earth, and gave no information

regarding the earth’s interior. The other two phases form the

preliminary tremors, and it is shown that they represent the

emergence of two distinct forms of wave motion which have been

propagated through the earth.

A study of the intervals taken by these waves to reach remote

points shows, that up to a distance of 120° of arc from the origin

they are propagated at a rate which increases with the depth of

the wave-path. The increase being gradual and continuous, may
be attributed to the effects of increased pressure and temperature,

and there is no indication of any change in physical constitution

of the material traversed by waves which merge at 120° or less

from the origin. *

Beyond this limit the first-phase waves show a reduction in

the mean rate of transmission, while the second-phase waves are

not to be found where they would be expected, but about n' later.

The interpretation is that the wave-paths emerging at these

greater distances have entered a central core in which the rate of

transmission of the first-phase waves is reduced to about nine-

tenths, and the second-phase waves to about one-half of the rate

in the outer shell.

The conclusion reached is that after the outermost crust of

the earth is passed, there is no indication of any rapid or material

change of physical condition (nor probably of chemical com-

position) until a depth of about six-tenths of the radius is reached
;

but that below this there is a rapid passage to matter which has

very different physical properties, if not also differing in chemical

constitution. It will be seen that this central core is but a small

fraction of the mass of the earth. 562
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON BOTANY.

The committee would again urge the attention of the Society

to the importance of preparing a new list of plants for the pro-

vince. The preparation of such a list has been under considera-

tion for several years past, but owing to the delay in issuing the

new edition of Gray’s Manual, the work has not been undertaken.

There has been considerable confusion in recent years in the

Northeastern United States and Canada in regard to botanical

nomenclature, and the making of distinct species out of those that

have been hitherto regarded only as varieties or forms. The

appearance of the new edition of Gray’s Manual will, it is hoped,

authoritatively settle many disputed points about the naming of

plants and the confusion arising from sub-division of species. In

such circumstances it is wiser to wait
;
and the waiting time may

be used to good advantage if all students interested in the plants

of New Brunswick will investigate during the coming season and

send reports (accompanied by specimens) of any new species

found, or the distribution of those plants described as rare in the

lists that have appeared from time to time in the Bulletins of the

Society. In collecting plants, students should be careful to give

notes of the exact situations in which they are found, such as so 1

conditions and association with other plants—in a few words, to

give as accurate a picture as possible of the surroundings and

conditions of each plant. We are in need of more information

concerning the distribution of weeds andi the introduction of new

forms as they may appear; to make observations of our forest

trees and their conditions of growth, and what trees are becoming

rare, and the cause; to collect all the facts about the local uses

of plants and their local names.

The range and distribution of our flowering plants and ferns

have not been very carefully studied, except in a few separated

districts. The greater part of the province remains yet to be

visited by plant students and reported upon.
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It is desirable to incorporate in the new list as accurate a

knowledge as we possess of the so-called Flowerless Plants.

Some groups of these have not been studied and listed, such as

our fresh-water algae and our parasitic fungi which do so much
damage to the higher forms of vegetable life. Other groups,

as the marine algae, larger fungi (mushrooms, toadstools), mosses

and lichens have been partially listed in our Bulletins. Much
work still remains to be done among these groups in order to

present anything like an adequate list of the species to be met

with and their distribution in this province.

New and Rare Plants.

A note from Professor Ganong reports Nymphaea odorata

abundant in ponds on the barrens of Miscou—farther north in

New Brunswick than hitherto reported.

Mr. William Crawford, of Millerton, N. B., reports finding

Sagittaria subulata, which, on the authority of Dr. Fletcher, of

Ottawa, is its first reported appearance in Canada. Mr. Crawford

also reports Limosella aquatica, a rare plant in this province.

The following plants, reported by Professor Ganong from

Miscou, are probably new to New Brunswick:

Achillea lanulosa, Nutt. A western form.

Viola adunca, J. E. Smith. A western form.

Rosa acicularis, Lindl. The same as R. Engelmanni

and R. Sayi (now considered as one species) of Gray’s Manua
6th Edition.

G. U. Hay,

Chairman Botanical Committee .
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APPENDIX.

FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT

OF THE

COUNCIL OF THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY
OF

NEW BRUNSWICK.

The Council of the Natural History Society of New Bruns-

wick beg leave to submit the following as a summary of the work

done by the Society during the year ending December 31st, 1906.

Membership.

During the year the membership has been increased by the

admission of twelve ordinary, fifty-two associate and one junior

member, making a total of 256.

The following shows the numbers, classes and total enrolled

membership

:

Honorary, 8

Life, 9

Corresponding, 24

Ordinary, 66

Associate, 145

Junior, 4

Total, 256

Treasurer's Report.

Expenditure—
Legal Expenses re purchase of New Building 75 00

Maintenance of Museum, 99 35

Library, books and binding, 9 89

Printing and distributing Bulletin XXXIII, 234 75
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Payments on New Building, 7,104 92

Sundries, removing collections, altering building,.. 19281
Water rates, 23 50

Six months interest on mortgages, 97 50

Sundries, 358 38

Balance Bank of New Brunswick, 482 51

$8,678 61

Examined and found correct, 9th January, 1907.

James J. Estey,

J. Roy Campbell,

Auditors.

Income—
Balance from 1904-5, $252 94
Interest on investments, 99 62
Bulletins sold, 3 00

N. B. Government Grant, 200 00

Membership fees, 259 00

Dividend Botsford Estate, 10 00

J. Roy Campbell (services, donated) 75 00

Donations—
Mrs. Gilbert Murdock, $100 00

Dr. Geo. F. Matthew, 100 00

Miss C. R. Fullerton, 1 00

Hon. John V. Ellis, 100 00

“A Lady member,” 5 00

T. H. Estabrooks, 10000
Byron E. Walker (Toronto, Ont.) 25 00

John O’Regan, 25 00

Emmerson & Fisher, 25 00

Manchester, Robertson, Allison, Ltd., 100 00

Prof. W. F. Ganong (Northampton, Mass.) 100 00

John Moser 1 00

Comeau & Sheehan, 25 00

R. Keltie Jones, 10 00

Rev. Prof. J. Fowler (Kingston, Ont.) 5 00

W. Cushing (Pittsburg, Penn.) 10 00

$732 00
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Hazelhurst mortgage sold, 1
,5°° 00

Cheyne mortgage sold, 900 00

Special Deposit Bank of Nova Scotia interest withdrawn, . . 103 72

Rents, 33 00

Proceeds High Tea, 323 62

Received from Ladies Association, 150 00

“Building Fund,” Bank of Montreal, withdrawn 12 71

Received from Fredericton Society, 24 00

Raised on mortgage to McDonald, 2,000 00

Raised on mortgage to Dr. G. U. Hay, 2,000 00

$8,678 61

Of the above balance, $33.00 is held in trust for the Ladies’ Association,

and $40.00 for botanical work, as set forth in the report for 1903.

It will be noticed by referring to the above statement that the year has

witnessed the heaviest financial transactions in the history of the Society.

That the efforts of the Society to provide a Museum of inestimable

value as an aid to education has been appreciated, is shown by the gener-

ous contributions already received, and there is little doubt but that the

sum received up to the time of the closing of this report wi:l be but a small

fraction of what will be placed at the Society’s disposal in the future.

Our only liabilities consist of two mortgages of $2,000.00 each, but, until

these are both disposed of, the members should exert every effort, for the

carrying of them will, to some extent at least, restrict the good work
which it is the privilege of the Society to prosecute.

Our building is insured for $8,000.00, and the collections for $3,500.00.

Library.

A. Gordon Leavitt,

Treasurer.

The housing of our Society in its new building has provided

for our library more commodious and convenient quarters, and

will enable us to place all our collection within easy reach of the

members. The details of re-arranging the library in our new
rooms has been looked after by the Assistant Librarian, Miss

Hoyt, and I am indebted to her for much valuable assistance in

the work in hand. The library has been increased during the

past year by the addition of the transactions and other valuable

publications of many of the scientific societies at home and

abroad.

W. Leonard Ellis, Librarian.
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Lectures.

Ten regular meetings, including the annual meeting, and three

special meetings, were held during the year.

The following are the dates of the meetings and the titles of

the papers read

:

January 2.— (a) Shooting Stars and Meteors, by Mr. W. F. Burditt.

(b) The Physiography of the North Branch of the Little South-

west Miramichi, by Dr. W. F. Gan-ong.

( c ) On the Recognition and Utilization of the Plateau structure

of the interior of New Brunswick, by Dr. W. F. Ganong.

January 16.—Annual meeting, Election of Officers.

February 6.— (a) Why is the Winter so Mild, by Dr. G. F. Matthew.

(b) Cellular Structure, with Miscroscopic Demonstrations, by G.

G. Melvin.

(c) On the Physical Characteristics of the Sevogle River, by Dr.

W. F. Ganong.

(d) Among the Game Birds of Miscou Island, by Mr. J Orne

Green.

March 6.— (a) On a Curious Disease Prevalent at Passamaquoddy in

1796, by Dr. W. F. Ganong.

( b ) Notes on Cambrian Faunas, by Dr. G .F. Matthew.

(b) Notes an Cambrian Fauna, by Dr. G. F. Matthew.

(c) Tides, by J. R. Scammell, C. E.

(d) The X-Ray, with Illustrations, by Dr. G. G. Corbett.

April 3.— (a) Dark Lake and its Denizens, by Mr. J. W. Banks.

(b) The Industries of Animals, by Dr. T. H. Lunney.

(c) Natural Curiosities said to occur in New Brunswick, by W.
F. Ganong.

May 1.— (a) The Physical Geography and Natural History of the North

Shore Beaches, by Dr. W. F. Ganong.

(b) Plant Relations, by Dr. G. U. Hay.

(c) Plant Functions, by Dr. John Brittain.

May 15.—Special meeting for the purpose of receiving a report from the

Council, with reference to the acquisition of a property.

June 5.— (a) Preventive Medicine, by Dr. J. H. Scammell.

(b) The Natural History and Physiography of New Brunswick,

by W. F. Ganong.

(c) Report of Delegates to the Royal Society, Hon. J. V. Ellis.

October 2.—Results of the season’s Field Meetings, Dr. G. F. Matthew,

Mr. A. Gordon Leavitt, Mr. William McIntosh.

November 6.—An evening with the Reflectoscope, Dr. L. W. Bailey and

G. N. Babbitt.
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December 4.— (a) The Central Plateau of New Brunswick, by Dr. W. F.

Ganong.

( b ) The square Forks of the Sevogle River, by Dr. W. F. Ganong.

(c) Notes on Archaeozoon, by Dr. G. F. Matthew.

December 17.—Insects, What they do and Where they are Found, by Dr.

James Fletcher.

Elementary Lectures.

The usual Elementary Talks on Plant and Animal Life were

given on Tuesday evenings, not occupied by regular meetings of

the Society, during the months of January, February and March.

These lectures were not only for members, but for every one

interested in the natural history of the province.

The following were the dates and titles of the papers read

:

January 23 and 30.—Life on the Seashore, by Mr. Wm. McIntosh.

February 13 and 20.—Comparative Zoology, Bird Life, illustrated by Mr.

A. Gordon Leavitt.

February 28 and March 13.—Fishes, Batrachians and Reptiles, by Mr. C.

F. B. Rowe.

March 20 and 27.—Simple Talks on Plant Life, by Dr. G. U. Hay.

Ornithology.

The numbers refer to the list of birds printed in Bulletin

No. I, 1883.

Species which occur in St. John and Kings counties

:

6 .—Bluebird (Sialia sialis).

Note.—I reported a female in Bulletin XVI, and have now
pleasure in stating that five specimens of this beautiful and much
admired and honored bird, were observed at Nerepis on October

13th, by Wm. McIntosh.

23.—Chestnut-Sided Warbler (Dendroica Pennsylvanica) given

as “a rare summer resident.
,,

Note.—I observed a beautiful specimen of this species at

Nerepis on Mlay 27th.

Section B.—Species which have not been observed in St.

John and Kings counties, but which occur in other parts of the

province

:

247^.— (This number to bring species in proper position on list).

—Whistling Swan (Olar Columbianus).
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Note.—This species was not recorded by Chamberlain in list

in Bulletin I, but on page 40 of Bulletin II appears this note

:

“The only example of this species known to have been observed

in this Province, was shot by Geo. Barnhill, Esq., at Belvidere

Lake, on April 8th, (1882). *

On December 15th, a specimen of this species arrived from

Grand Manan, where it had been shot. It was purchased by a

Mr. Medford, who had it skinned by a local taxidermist, and later

presnted it to our Society. Although both as a bird and a skin

it had received unusually hard usage and handling, it was con-

sidered too valuable a specimen to be thrown away, and was

therefore mounted by the writer, and will be added to the

Society’s collection as soon as it is properly seasoned.

Additional Notes.— The English Sparrow (Passer domes-

ticus) is now far too abundant, and its great numbers may be

accounted for by the number of broods reared, as will be noted

from the following : On April 2nd I picked up a dead young bird

evidently a couple of days old, and on September 10th I observed

a female feeding young.

It is only necessary to add to this report that the entire col-

lection of birds has been removed to our new quarters where will

be found 320 specimens, embracing 192 species, labelled and

arranged according to the classification of the American

Ornithological Union.

The work of moving this collection was necessarily slow and

required much care and it is a great pleasure to be able to state

that but one specimen was seriously injured in transit. Quite a

number of duplicates have been placed in the store room.

Respectfully submitted,

' A. Gordon Leavitt.

Report of Zoology.

Your Committee on Invertebrate Zoology beg to submit the

following report

:

During the past year collecting has been carried on by

A. Gordon Leavitt, William M'clntosh and others. Particular
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attention being paid to land and freshwater shells and insects.

The shells are at present in the hands of specialists for identifi-

cation, and when returned will be placed in the Museum.

A large number of insects have been taken, some of which are

of great interest. Mr. Leavitt captured two very rare moths.

The first, “ The Gaudy Sphinx,” Argeus labruscse. a native of

South America and Florida, is extremely rare in Canada.

The second, the Brown Tail Moth, we hope will remain rare.

This is the second specimen of this very destructive species taken

in Canada, the first was captured by the writer about four years

ago. This Moth has been reported from Nova Scotia and other

parts of the Dominion. But Dr. Fletcher states that the St. John

records are the only authentic ones, the others being moths which

were mistaken for the “Brown Tail.”

The writer was fortunate in capturing a beautiful specimen of

the Red Barred Sulphur Butterfly, (Callidryas philea). This

magnificent insect is found in South America and the Southern

States, this being the first record of its occurrence in Canada.

Other rare species have been taken but they are of less interest

than those mentioned above.

We are pleased to report that the invertebrate collections sus-

tained no damage in their removal from the market building.

They have been placed in the room assigned to this branch.

Lack of time did not permit a careful arrangement before

the public opening of the Museum, and much remains to be done

to make this department of permanent interest to visitors, and of

educational value to the young.

William McIntosh,
Chairman.

Report Committee on Botany.

No additions to the list of New Brunswick Plants have been

made since the publication of the Bulletin of 1905. Since that

time several discoveries of plants new to the province have been

made, not only by our local botanists, but by others interested in

our flora. Professor Ganong and Mr. M. L. Fernald of Cam-
bridge, Mass., have made some important additions to our

knowledge of plants which will be found on the pages of this

year’s Bulletin.
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In the summer and autumn of 1905, several additions were

made to the mycological plants or fungi of the province. The
past season was so dry all over this province that the fungi did

not come forth in the usual abundance, so that few collections

were made.

The committee realize more fully that a new and revised

edition of our flora should be published at an early date. Such

a revision can be made with better advantage after the publication

of Gray’s New Manual, for which the committee is waiting.

G. U. Hay,
Chairman Committee on Botany.

Field Meeting.

Three field meetings were held during the summer of 1906.

The first was at Gondola Point on the Kennebecasis.

The morning threatened rain but a goodly number of mem-
bers assembled at the steamer Clifton which was to convey the

party to their destination. The passage through the narrows

gave excellent opportunity for observing the contrast of the

Huronian Limestones, with the beds set up on edge and cut by

dykes of dark colored trap, and the horizontal red sandstones

that rest upon them and border the shores toward the Boar’s

Head.

Passing around Boar’s Head the steamer opened up the wide

reach of the Kennebecasis River, dotted on the south side by the

limestone islands of Ragged Point and the Brothers, and skirted

on the north by Kennebecasis Island and the low granitic cliffs

of Barlow’s Bluff. In passing up through Kennebecasis Bay, one

of the members of the party gave an impromptu lecture on the

chequered geological history of the Kennebecasis valley, showing

the various geological forces which in the past had moulded its

outlines; this history goes back to pre-Cambrian times.

In the upper part of Kennebecasis Bay a fine opportunity is

had to observe the contrasted contour, presented by the old

volcanic rocks of the north shore of the river, and the worn

sedimentary deposits of the south side—the former showing in
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bold cliffs and abrupt kills, the latter exhibiting rounded and

gently sloping eminences, with deeply indented coves at intervals

along this shore.

The excursion landed at Flewelling’s Wharf, near Gondola

Point, from which exploring parties went down the road and

along the shore in search of the wild flowers that were then in

full bloom, and other objects of interest to the naturalist.

A lunch was served on the piazza of Dr. Matthew’s summer
cottage, and afterward parties were organized to explore up the

road and along the shore as far as Gondola Point. Some inter-

esting examples of ripple marks and faults were observed in the

red sandstone ledges along the shore, and observations made on

the conglomerate ledges that come out on the river above Gondola

Point.

The parties then went back to Flewelling’s Wharf to await the

return of the steamer Clifton which soon appeared and bore the

party back to Indiantown, after spending a very pleasant day.

The second field day was held at “Camp Nature’,, the summer
observing centre of Messrs. McIntosh and Leavitt.

For this meeting the weather was more propitious than on the

former occasion, and the attendance larger. To reach Camp
Nature the party had to use the C. P. R. train, which deposited

them at a siding a short way above Nerepis station; thence a

pleasant walk along the track, along the highway and by a path

through the woods brought the party to a delightful little bark

covered cabin embowered in trees, and tastefully decorated for the

occasion. Rustic seats under the trees provided ample accommo-
dation for the visitors, and here an acceptable lunch was spread

for all who chose to partake. After lunch an excursion was
organized to visit the gravel plain near by, that border the west

side of the Nerepis river, and some fossiliferous ledges of

Silurian rocks which Messrs. Leavitt and McIntosh had dis-

covered at the back of this plain.

On the return of the parties to headquarters some interest-

ing addresses were given by the leaders on the geology of the

neighborhood and on the trees observed in the vicinity of the

camp. On the return, while waiting for the train that was to bear

the party back to town, the growing darkness was taken advan-
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tage of by another leader to call attention to the constellations in

sight in the heavens, and to explain the composition and the

motions of some of the heavenly bodies.

The third field meeting was held at Crouchville on Courtney

Bay, east of St. John.

From Mr. Burditt’s house (who was host on this occasion),

excursions were made in several directions. The principal one

was along the shore of Courtney Bay, where the low cliffs of

slate and flag stones of the St. John Group, worn by the sea, afford

excellent examples of folding and faulting in stratified rocks, the

surfaces of these flags exhibit good examples also of the burrows

and trails of marine animals, which may be compared with those

in the recent sands of the flats which mantle around these slaty

ledges.

After the lunch which was served on the lawn in front of Mr.

Burditt‘s house, Messrs. McIntosh and Leavitt gave short

addresses on the seas shells and the sea birds respectively, and as

the darkness was now on, there was opportunity for some remarks

on the stars by Mr. Burditt. The party returned to town after a

very pleasant and instructive afternoon’s excursion.

General.

An event of far reaching importance to the Society was the

purchase in June last of the Finn Building on Union street.

Occupying a central and convenient position, strongly built of

stone and brick, and with ample accommodations for the growing

necessities of our Society, this building provides the “Home”
that we have been looking forward to for years. Its fine halls

and rooms, comfortable, commodious, well lighted, are admirably

fitted for the advantageous display of the treasures of our

Museum, and of making these the objects of a great and

permanent interest to the citizens of St. John and the people of

New Brunswick.

No sooner was the purchase accomplished than willing hands

among our members set to work to remove the Museum and

Library to the new building
;
and the close of the year witnessed

the Society comfortably installed in its present quarters with fresh
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hope and confidence in the accomplishment that should be ours

in the years to come.

The citizens of St. John have shown their appreciation of our

efforts in no uncertain way. Our membership has already been

largely increased, and generous donations have been contributed

towards removing the debt incurred by the purchase of the

building.

Among the improvements made are two that were specially

desirable,—the removal of a central room .and walls on the second

floor, east side, making a continuous room, running the whole

length of the building from north to south
;
and the removal of

the arches and folding doors from the parlors on the first floor.

By the latter change the Society has secured a fine audience room
capable of seating 300 persons, and by the former a large and

commodious room has been made available for the display of the

birds, reptiles, fishes, minerals and fossils.

Other changes are in contemplation that will make other parts

of the building more suitable for our purposes.

W. L. McDiarmid,

Secretary.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE LADIES ASSOCIATION OF
THE NATURAL HISTORY SOCIETY.

The Ladies Association of the Natural History Society beg

to report a very successful year’s work. The usual course of

free lectures was given last winter, and was well attended in

spite of some very stormy weather.

In the spring the ladies gave a very successful High Tea, and

rendered valuable assistance with the Loan Exhibit, held at the

same time at the York Theatre. About $350 was realized at this

entertainment, which was considered one of the most attractive

affairs of the kind ever held in St. John, and the money put by

for the building fund of the Society. Later in the spring it came

in very usefully towards the purchase of our present building.

In the fall a series of Reminiscent Talks was given by ladies

of the Society and their friends, and from a course of nine talks

and two extra ones, they realized $190. Of this sum $150 was

paid to the treasurer of the Society to enable us to have a Librar-

ian who will keep the Museum open to the public every day

except Sunday, from two to six p. m.
; $40 still remains in the

bank to be used as may seem best. Some of the ladies suggested

that it might be given towards the purchase of a Reflectoscope.

The ladies furnished refreshments for the opening reception

at the Museum, and have also envited the pupils of Netherwood

School and of the Rothesay College for Boys, to an informal

lecture and reception at the Mbseum some time during this

month.

The usual course of free afternoon lectures has been arranged

for the winter months, with special reference to the High School.

We have had an increase of over fifty percent in our mem-
bership, during the past few months, and in every way we feel

we are at the close of a very successful year, and we hope at the

beginning of one more so.
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The vast opportunities for progress offered by our new build-

ing for the Ladies Association as well as for the parent Society,

fills us with hope and courage.

Respectfully submitted,

K. M'. Matthews,
President Ladies' Association.

DONATIONS TO THE MUSEUM, 1906.

Date Donor’s Name and Description of Gifts.

January.

.

February..

April*

June

October.. .

.

December.

Principal W. L. McLean, Petrified Wood, from Saskatchewan R.; also

Buffalo Teeth.

Captain Beverly R. Armstrong, a Bird’s Nest.

Mr. W. L. Dobbin, Sponge, with small shell attached, Quaco Ledge.

Miss Cameron, Blue Heron; also Indian Implements, from Ontario.

Mrs. J. R McIntosh, Fossil Wood; also Conch Shell.

Mrs. James Whitney, a specimen of Coral.

Capt. R. C. Cole, Cryolite, from Arksutfjord, Greenland.

Mr. Charles Wilson, a Walrus Tusk from Miscou Island.

Mr. J. A. Estey, Rocks and Minerals (Asbestos, etc.), from Westfield.

Mr. C. W. Grant, skin of Boa Constrictor.

Mrs. William Kerr, a large Beetle.

Mr. William Finley, weathered Granite Boulder, found at Westfield.

Mr. A. G. Leavitt, a carved Ballot Box.
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DONATIONS TO THE LIBRARY, 1906.

Residence. Works.

Philadelphia Proceedings
St. Petersburg
Wolfville, N. S

Bulletins

New York City Bulletins
Sydney, NZS.W Reports
Amherst, Mass Year Book
St. Louis, Mo Bulletins
Toronto Report
Barcelona, Spain Bulletins
Belfast, Ireland Report
Boston Reports, etc.
Boston Bulletins
London.. Publications
Buffalo, N.Y Reports, etc.
Washington Bulletins
Portland, Me Reports
New York City Proceedings
Washington, D.C Reports
Ottawa Reports
San Francisco Proceedings
Toronto Bulletins
Cincinnati Bulletins
Cincinnati Reports
Denver, Col Proceedings
Guelph.. Journal
Berkley, Cal Proc’dngs, ete.
Colorado Springs. . . Reports, etc.
Fredericton Report
Washington, D.C
Ottawa ...

Bulletins, etc.

Ottawa Report
St. Petersburg Bulletins, etc.
New Haven Proceedings
Ithaca, N.Y Reports, etc.

BulletinsDavenport
Ottawa Bulletins
Ottawa Report
Halifax Report
Ottawa .-. .

.

Reports, etc.
Nova Scotia — Report
Fredericton Report
Manila Proceedings
St. John, N.B Journal
Rennes Journal
Chicago .— Bulletin
Ottawa Journal
Syracuse, N.Y Monthly
London, Eng Bulletins
Liverpool, Eng Report
London Journal
Ottawa Repoit
North Cambridge. Proceedings
Lancaster, Pa Journal
City of Mexico. Bulletin
North Cambridge Report
Iowa Report
Indianapolis Bulletin
Indiana Report
Baltimore, Md Journal
Topeka Bulletin
Quebec Proceedings
Ottawa Catalogues

Donor's Name.

Academy of Natural Science
Academie Imperial des Sciences
Acadia College Library
American Museum of Natural History
Australian Museum
Amherst College
Academy of Science
Archaeological Society of Ontario
Academia de Ciencias Y Artes
Belfast Naturalists’ Field Club
Boston Free Public Library
Boston Society of Natural History
British Museum of Natural History
Buffalo Society of Natural History
Bureau of Ethnology
Bureau of Government Laboratories
Botanieal Gardens..
Bureau of Plant Industries
Canadian Archives ..

California Academy of Sciences
Canadian Institute
Cincinnati Society of Natural History..
Cincinnati Museum Association
Colorado Scientific Society
Canadian Entomologist
California, University of
Colorado College
Crown Lands Department
Carnagie Institution of Washington
Canada Year Book
Census and Statistics Office . . ,

Comite Geologique.
Connecticut Society of Science and Arts.. .

.

Cornell University
Davenport Aeademy of Sciences
Department of Inland Revenue
Department of Indian Affairs . .

Dalhousie College
Department of Agriculture
Department of Mines
Education Office..

Ethnological Survey
Educational Review
Feuille des Jeunes Naturalistes
Field Columbian Museum.
Field Naturalists Club
Geography, Journal of
Geological Society —
Geological Society
Geographical Journal . . /
Geological Survey
Gray Herbarium, Harvard
Geography, School of
Geological Institute of Mexico
Harvard Library
Iowa, Geological Survey of
Indiana Academy of Science
Indiana Department of Geology
Johns Hopkins University
Kansas Academy of Science
Literary and Historical Society of Quebec.
Library of Parliament..
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DONATIONS TO THE LIBRARY, 1906— Continued.

Donor's Name. Residence. Works.

Library of Congress . .

LinnseanSociety of New South Wales
Liverpool Biological Society
Lloyd’s Museum
Literary and Scientific Society

Washington
Sydney, N.S.W
Liverpool, Eng
Cincinnati
Ottawa

Toronto .

Missouri Bureau of Geology and Mines
Manchester Geological Society
Minnesota Academy of Natural Science.
Missouri Botanical Garden

Missouri.
Manchester, Eng

St. Louis, Mo

New York State Museum
Natural History Society

Albany, N.Y
Glasgow"

Natural Science Association
New York Academy of Science . . .

New York Public Library
New York State Library
Nova Scotia Institute of Science

New Brighton
New York
New York City
Albany, N.Y
Halifax

New Zealand Institute of Science
National Museum of Montevideo
Natural Historichen N. of Museums
Ohio Naturalist
Ohio, Geological Survey of
Public Museum of Milwaukee
Peru Cuerpo de Ingenieros des Minas
Philippine Journal of Science
Queens Quarterly
Rochester Academy of Sciences.
Royal Academy of Science
Royal Colonial Institute.
Royal Society

Hobart Town
Montevideo
Wien
Columbus
Columbus
Milwaukee..
Lima
Manila

Rochester, N.Y
Stockholm
London
London

"Revel Society of Cana,da. Ottawa
Royal Botanic Gardens
Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
Smithsonian Institution
South Dakota School of Mines
Toronto Public Library
Tuffs College . ....

New England
Toronto
Washington, D.C
Rapid City
Toronto
Massachusetts

University of Montana Missoula
University of Michigan. . Ann Arbor
University of Toronto Toronto
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
U. S Commissioners of Agriculture
U. S. Bureau of Fisheries
U. S. Geological Survey
U. S. Weather Bureau
U. S. National Herbarium
Wisconsin Academy of Science and Arts
Wisconsin Natural History Society
Wilson Ornithological Association

Washington. D.C
Washington, D.C
Washington, D.C
Washington, DC....
Washington, D.C
Washington, D.C
Madison
Milwaukee

Report
Bulletin
Report
Publications
Report
Report
Bulletins
Report
Proceedings

Report

Bulletins, etc.
Report
Report
Bulletin
Report
Report
Proceedings
Bulletin
Report
Bulletin
Journal
Report
Bulletin
Report
Report

Report
Report
Journal
Transactions
Proceedings
Journal
Report
Reports, etc.
Report
Catalogue
Publications
Report

Report
Publications
Report
Report, etc.
Journal
Bulletin
Bulletin
Repert
Report
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NOTES ON THE NEW BRUNSWICK WEATHER FOR
YEAR 1906.

By D. Leavitt Hutchinson.

January .

—

The highest temperature recorded in New Bruns-

wick 56° on the 23rd at Moncton, lowest 12
0 on the 3rd at

Chatham. Unusually mild conditions prevailed throughout

January. In all districts temperatures were much above the

average. Near the bay shores of New Brunswick and in portions

of the river counties the ground was, for the most part of the

month, completely bare of snow. Spring-like weather was

general, buds on trees swelling and river ice running. The most

northern districts had sufficient snow for sleighing, but elsewhere

bare ground was general. Much fine weather was recorded be-

tween the periods of precipitation, but the proportion of bright

sunshine did not exceed the average.

February .—'Highest temperature 49.

5

0 on the 21st at Monc-

ton, lowest 21
0 on the 17th at Sussex. High mean temperatures

were again general, though minimum readings in some districts

were somewhat lower than for the preceding month. There were

several bright and almost springlike days, but much cloudiness

prevailed, with frequent, though not very heavy, falls of snow or

rain. Sleighing in the southern portions was fairly good between

the 4th and 24th, but at no one time was there any large amount

of snow on the ground. Southwest gales occurred on the 1st

and 4th, and a heavy northeast to northwest gale, accompanied

by a blinding snowstorm on the 28th.

March .— Highest temperature 55
0 on the 10th at Grand

Manan, lowest 1 5.5
0 on the 6th at Chatham. In comparison

with the two previous months, decidedly wintry conditions pre-

vailed, the weather being cold and exceptionally windy. Four

gales between 10th and 22nd had wind velocity from 36 to 48

miles an hour. That of the 20th was attended by drifting snow,

and was the heaviest of the season. The good sleighing of this

month was of great advantage to the lumbermen in the southern

part of the province. At the close of the month the snow had
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almost entirely disappeared in southern sections, but in the north

from nine inches to a foot remained on the ground. Rivers and

streams remained firmly frozen, and there was little indication of

spring.

April .—Highest temperature 64° on the 30th at Chatham,

and the lowest 5° on the 3rd at Sussex. Comparatively fine and

cool, with precipitation above the average and much in excess of

same month last year. From the 2nd to the 9th and 17th to 21st

there was much fine weather, but the proportion of bright sun-

shine was much below the average. Vegetation was backward

in all districts, with a late opening of rivers and streams.

May .—Highest temperature 81.5
0 on the 19th at Chatham,

and the lowest 26° on the nth at St. Stephen. The weather

was cool and dull, with heavy falls of rain, which occurred on

the 4th, '6th to 8th, 10th, 14th, 18th and 27th to 31st, making the

aggregate amount considerably above the average. Fine weather

was general during the intervening period, and the proportion of

bright sunshine slightly exceeded the average. An inch of snow

fell at McAdam on the 29th. Light frosts occurred frequently,

and temperatures inland were well below freezing on the 12th.

Vegetation was somewhat backward at close of the month.

June .—Highest temperature 90° on the 22nd at Dalhousie,

and the lowest 32
0 on the 15th at Moncton. Unsettled, wet and

cold weather prevailed until the 10th. Frosts were general on

the 1 2th; heavy rain locally on the 24th. The remainder of the

month was fine and pleasant, with seasonable temperatures. The

mean proportion of bright sunshine exceeded the average. A
severe thunder storm passed over Carleton and adjoining counties

on the 27th, causing much damage, especially to young crops.

Vegetation backward at close of month.

July .— The highest temperature was 91.

5

0 on the 15th at

Chatham, and the lowest 36° on the 26th at Sussex. The weather

was, in general, fine, very warm and comparatively dry. Near

the Bay of Fundy fogs prevailed on ten days, otherwise it was

mostly bright and quite warm. A severe thunder storm on the

13th at St. John caused some loss of life and considerable damage

to property. Vegetation was slightly below the average condition

on the 31st.

August .—Highest temperature ioo° on the 20th at Chatham,
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and the lowest 35
° on the 20th at Sussex. Hot and dry almost

throughout the month. Forest and bush fires were most destruc-

tive in many localities, intensifying the exceptional and continued

heat. Owing to drought in many districts, streams disappeared

and vegetation was parched.

September .—Highest temperature 82° on the 12th at Chatham,

and the lowest 25
0
on the 25th at Sussex and St. Stephen. A

fine month, exceedingly warm and dry in all sections, with tem-

peratures above and rainfall below the average. The continued

warm and dry weather caused wells and streams to become dry,

and the level of the St. John River was lower than for many
years. Light frosts were reported on the 26th, and the foliage

of the trees quickly changed colour after this date.

October.—Highest temperature 78° on the 6th at Chatham,

lowest 18
0 on the 17th at Sussex. In general, October was

exceedingly fine and mild. Heavy rains occurred on the nth
and 25th, otherwise the rainfall was light. Gales occurred on

7th, 10th and 25th, that of the 7th being the heaviest, with a

velocity of forty-eight miles from the west. Snow was falling at

St. John on the last day of the month. Frosts at night occurred

frequently, but in most cases they were light.

November .—Highest temperature was 63° on the 7th at Dal-

housie, and the lowest 5° on the 28th at St. Stephen. A decid-

edly dull, unsettled and stormy month, with a marked deficiency

of bright sunshine. Frosts occurred almost daily, and after the

23rd quite low temperatures were recorded at night.. Gales from

1st to 7th, 12 to 13th, 15th to 16th, and 21 to 23rd, wind velocity

of seventy-two miles an hour was recorded at Lepreaux on the

1 6th.

December .—The highest temperature was 50° at St. John and

Moncton, and the lowest 28° at St. Stephen. During the first

half of the month wintry conditions prevailed in all sections, and

temperatures below zero were frequently recorded, accompanied

by high northerly winds. The last decade was mild, with much

wet weather and a gradual wasting of the snow covering, which

at the close of the month varied from bare ground at St. John

to one foot in extreme northern districts. The most important

gales occurred on the 2nd, 4th and 7th. Heavy rain fell on the

21 st.
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ST. JOHN OBSERVATORY.

Longitude, 45.17° N. Longitude, 66.4° W.

Meteorological Abstract for 1906.

Months

Barometer Thermometer

Cloudiness

:

0=Clear

10

=

Wholly

Clouded

Precipitation

:

Rain

&

Melted

Snow

Thunder

Storms

Fogs

C

£

X
0) QQ

O
£
0

c3
O
a

£
§

January 30.064 30.765 29.063 27. 49.7 —0.2 5.8 4 37 0 6

February . .

.

30 127 30.972 29.165 24.8 47.3 -5.6 6.5 5.15 0 7

March 29.962 30.776 28 520 26.1 46.7 0.5 5.1 6.30 0 0

April 29 935 30.593 29.083 38.9 57.3 19.4 5 9 3.84 0 1

May 29.923 30.447 29.388 48.2 68. 36 5 6.0 7.78 0 7

June 29.913 30.176 29 508 57.1 79.2 43 2 5.6 3.81 1 7

July 29.978 30.454 29.629 62. 82. 50.7 6.6 2.59 2 14

August 29 982 30.390 29 575 63.2 81.6 50.5 4.8 1.29 0 10

September. .

.

30.037 30 549 29.215 56.5 75.9 39.8 4.0 1.91 0 1

October 30.120 30.595 28.974 48.9 63.6 34.4 4 5 3.13 0 6

November .

.

29.899 30.149 29.377 36. 54.6 15.3 7.8 4.19 0 8

December . . . 30.036 30.824 29.199 23 5 49.8 —9.3 6.3 4.54 0 2

Year j2Q.998 42.6 5.7 48 90 3 61

The total precipitation for the year was 2.84 inches above

the average for the past thirty-four years. The mean temper-

ature for the year was 0.8 above the average. The maximum
temperature, 82. occurred on the 15th July, and the minimum,

— 9.3, on the 9th of December. Aurora was observed on

August 6th and 13th.

D. LEAVITT HUTCHINSON,
Director,

St. John Observatory.
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